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In 1 9 7 1 , a small index to Pacific Linguistics publications up to 
the end of 1970  was issued; it was followed ten years later by an 
index which included all works published within the twenty-year period 
1 961  to 1 981 . The 1981 index was far more comprehensive, in provision 
of detailed cross-referencing, entries for correct citation, and 
sub-indexes. It has proved most useful to linguists, librarians, 
anthropologists and ethnologists, and all manner of others such as 
civil servants, missionaries and even - as we are assured - quiz 
question compilers! 
This new volume has been produced at this time for two main reasons: 
firstly, because PL's output, over the last six years, has followed an 
ever upwards rising curve, in terms of numbers of items published, so 
that there has been an increasing demand for it, and secondly, because 
its publication coincides with the retirement of Stephen Wurm as Head 
of the Department of Linguistics in the Research School of Pacific 
Studies at the Australian National University, which also, perforce, 
will affect his relationship with the linguistic publishing concern 
in some part. The year 1 987 marks a watershed in the affairs of PL; 
changes will come about, inevitably - and so, it seemed an appropriate 
time to record the e xtent of Pacific Linguistics publication to the end 
of the "Wurm era". Some indication of continuity is provided in that 
certain forthcoming publications are also mentioned briefly. 
It is probably appropriate, as before, to describe the framework 
within which PL has published various kinds of materials: there are 
four series, of which Series A includes occasional papers; Series B 
comprises monographs - i.e. shorter works by the one author; Series C 
includes longer works by one author, dictionaries, festschrifts, 
conference proceedings, atlases; Series D is for special publications, 
and includes maps, textbooks, archival materials, and the series of 
materials in languages of Indonesia. Within Series A are subseries; 
papers in languages/linguistics of Australia, New Guinea, the 
Philippines, Western Austronesia, South-east Asia, Melanesia, and 
pidgin and creole linguistics appear here. These bear appropriate 
title abbreviations within these indexes and also in the principal 
linguistic reference series, Linguistic bibliography, produced by 
the Permanent International Committee of Linguists. Similarly, as does 
Linguistic bibliography, this volume follows international practice 
in bibliographical or citational setting style, as do all Pacific 
Linguistics books; these may readily be adapted for quotation 
according to other house styles. 
ARRANGEMENT: 
The index has been arranged, with only minor divergences, in the same 
way as the preceding, 1 981 , index, and contains: 
An AUTHOR/TITLE index, suitable for bibliographical reference citation. 
Authors, in most cases, are referred to by surname, one forename 
and initial, especially where several works by that same author 
have been published under variations of the name used . Thus , we 
have listed TRYON , Darrell T . , as an overall author heading , although 
some works may be published as by D . T .  Tryon , or by Darrell Tryon . 
Library of Congress cataloguing rules govern the presentation of  
certain names as , for  ins tance , of Malaysian authors . 
v 
A LANGUAGE index , wi th an explanatory note at its  head ; cross-referencing 
enables the user to locate languages by geographical area . This  
index , along with the two which follow it , cross-references to the 
AUTHOR/TITLE index , by author and year of the publication . 
A TOPIC index , which also bears an explanatory note at its  beginning . 
A MAP index , which is devised as a supplement to the major Language 
atlas of the Pacific area , PL , C-66 and C-67 , and includes regional 
listings of a diversity of cartographical presentation of 
information over and above (and more recent than , in some cases ) what 
is  to be found in the atlas . 
A DETAILED CATALOGUE of all Pacific Linguistics publications , from 1 961 
to 1 9 8 7 ,  including out-of-print items ( for , of  course , these are 
s till to be found in the libraries of universities , cities , scholars 
and far-flung mission stations ) .  The user should be aware that 
Pacific Linguistics produces regularly updated Catalogues and Price 
Lists , and that Lists of  Publications , up to the end of the period 
covered by this index ,  are bound in with most  PL books . This 
DETAILED CATALOGUE goes further than the regularly produced summary 
catalogue , however , in giving all publication details , as well as 
itemisation of miscellanies , which is not a feature of the summary 
catalogue . This provides a facility for the bookseller and book 
buyer , in particular . Use of this index volume , and its predecessor , 
should enable the ordering of Pacific Linguistics books to be done 
with ease . 
Preparation of the index has , then , largely followed the sys tem which 
was originally set up by S .A .  Wurm , to whom thanks must  go for helpful 
comments prior to publicat ion of this work ; my thanks for technical 
assis tance are gratefully given to Ria van de Zandt , Mira Kwasik and 
Ling Matsay , and to a goodly number of linguists  everywhere for their 
pat ience through several dreary delays . To get the index out into users ' 
hands as quickly as demand deems necessary , the work has been produced 
using a simple Diablo-printer format , dispensing with a multiplicity 
of  typefaces ;  this may mean an occasional lapse of aesthetic appeal , but 
should not detract from ease of use . 
Lois Carrington 
Canberra , October , 1987 
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Bahasa Indonesia as a unifying language .  
PL , D-73 . 
(MLln 3 7 . )  
ABBOTT , Stan 
1 985  Nor-Pondo lexicostatistical survey . 
PNGL 22 . 
PL , A-63 , 313-338 . 
1 985 A tentative multilevel multiunit phonological analysis of 
the Murik language . PL , A-63 ,  339-3 73 .  PNGL 2 2 .  
ADAMS , Karen and Linda LAUCK 
1 985  Dialec t survey of Mumeng dialect chain . PL , A-63 , 1-2 7 .  
PNGL 22 . 
ADAMS , Karen Lee 
f/c Systems of numeral classification in the Mon-Khmer , Nicobarese , 
and Aslian subfamilies of Austroasiatic . PL , B .  
AICHELE , W .  
1 984 A fragmentary sketch of the Rejang language .  In Jaspan 1984 , 
145-1 59 .  
AJAMISEBA, Danielo C .  
1 983  A classical Malay text  grammar : insights into a non­
Wes tern text tradition . (MLln 2 1 . )  PL , D-5 6 .  
ALlEVA , Natalia F.  
1 983 The Austronesian language-type features as revealed in Malay . 
In Halim, Carrington and Wurm , eds 1 983,  35-4 1 . TICAL 4 .  
ALLOTT , Anna J .  
1 985  Language policy and language planning in Burma . In  Bradley , 
ed . 1 985 , 131-1 54 . PSEAL 9 .  
ALMANAR , Alma E .  
1 981 SEE S tokhof , ed . 1 981 
1 982 SEE S tokhof , ed . 1 982 , 1 982 , 1 982 , 1 982 
1 983 SEE S tokhof , ed . 1 983 , 1 983 , 1 983 ,  1 983 
1 984 SEE S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
1 985 SEE Stokhof , ed . 1 985 ,  1 985 1 
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2 A UTHOR/TITLE INDEX 
1 986 SEE S tokhof , ed . 1 986, 1 986 
1 987 SEE Stokhof , ed . 1 987 , 1987 , 1 987 , 1 987 
ANCEAUX, J . C .  
1 982 Towards a typological reconstruction of the verbal system in 
Proto-Austronesian . In Halim ,  Carrington and Wurm , eds 
1 982 , 101-1 1 0 .  TICAL 2 .  
APPELL , G . N .  
1 983 SEE Wurm , Stokhof , Foley , Fox , Appell , Sneddon , Collins and 
Voorhoeve 1 983 
ARMS , David G .  
1 986 Surface order in the Standard Fij ian verb phrase . 
Carrington and Wurm , eds 1 986,  1 99-230 .  FOCAL I .  
ASMAH RAJI OMAR 
In Geraghty , 
1 985 The language policy of Malaysia : a formula for balanced 
pluralism .  In Bradley , ed . 1 985 , 39-4 9 .  PSEAL 9 .  
AUSTIN , Peter 
1 983 Introduction . In Austin ,  ed . 1983 , v-ix . PAusL 1 5 .  
1 983 Southern Pilbara dictionaries . In Austin ,  ed . 1 983 , 1-1 7 .  
PAusL 1 5 .  
flc Classification of South Pilbara languages . PL , A-71 . 
PAusL 1 7 .  
AUSTIN, Peter , ed . 
1 983 Papers  in Aus tralian linguistics No . 1S :  Aus tralian 
Aboriginal lexicography . PL , A-66 . 
AZHAR M .  SIMIN 
1983 SEE McCune and Azhar Simin 1983 
B 
BADIB ,  Abbas Ahmed 
flc Some major constructions in Javanese . MLln . 
BAKER , Philip 
1 985 
and P [ remnath ] RAMNAH 
Mauritian Bhojpuri : an Indo-Aryan language spoken in a 
predominantly creolophone society . PL , A-72 , 21 5-2 3 8 .  
PPCL 4 .  
BALLARD, William L .  
1 985 The lingui stic history of South China : Miao-Yao and 
southern dialects . In Thurgood , Matisoff and Bradley , eds 
1 98 5 ,  58-84 . 
BANKER , Elizabeth F .  
AUTHOR/TITLE INDEX 3 
1 984 The West  Coast Baj au language .  In King and King , eds 1984 , 
101-ll 2 .  
BANKER , John E .  
1 984 The Idatan language . In King and King , eds 1 984 , 85-90 . 
1 984 The Illanun language . In King and King , eds 1 984 , 67-74 . 
1 984 The Lotud language . In King and King , eds 1 984 , 237-243 . 
BANKER , John and Elizabeth BANKER 
1 984 The KadazanlDusun language . In King and King , eds 1 984 , 
297-324 . 
BARR, Donald F .  
flc Data verbal affixes and clitic s . PWANL 4 .  
flc 
flc 
Focus and mood in Data discourse . PWANL 4 .  
The functions of reduplication in Data. PWANL 4. 
BARR , Donald F .  and Sharon G .  BARR 
flc Phonology of Data , central Sulawesi . PWANL 4 .  
BARR , Sharon G .  
flc Data kinship and marriage . PWANL 4 .  
flc SEE Barr and Barr flc 
BARZ , R . K .  and A . V . N .  DILLER 
1 985 Classifiers and standardisation : some South and South-East 






Cartography . In Wurm and Hattori , eds 1 981 
Cartography . In Wurm and Hattori , eds 1 983 
SEE Wurm and Baumann flc 
BAVIN, Edith and Tim SHOPEN 
1 985 Warlpiri and English : languages in contact .  In Clyne , ed . 
1 985 , 81-94 . 
BAWA" Wayan 
1 983 Kemungkinan asal mula sufiks [ -in ] dan simul fiks 
[N-( )-in] dalam dialek Jakarta berasal dari bahasa 
Bali . In Halim ,  Carrington and Wurm , eds 1 983 , 339-3 54 . 
TICAL 4 .  
BAXTER , Alan N .  
1 983 Creole Universals and Kristang (Malacca Creole Portuguese ) . 
4 A UTHOR/TITLE INDEX 
PL , A-65 ,  143-160.  PPCL 3 .  
1 983 Pidgins , creoles and lingue franche (South-East Asia ) .  In 
Wurm and Hattori , eds 1 983 , map 4 6 .  
flc A grammar of Kristang (Malacca Creole Portuguese ) . PL , 
B-95 . 
BAXTER , William H .  III 
1 985 Tibeto-Burman cognates of Old Chinese *ij and *ij . 
In Thurgood , Matisoff and Bradley , eds 1 985 ,  242-263 . 
BEAUMONT , Clive H .  
flc Tigak language learning lessons . In Beaumont , ed . flc 
BEAUMONT , Clive H . , ed . 
flc Lavongai materials ,  by Josef Stamm et al . PL , D .  
BEAUMONT , Clive H .  and Daisy J . M .  BEAUMONT 
flc Lavongai to English wordlist and English to Lavongai index . 
In Beaumont , ed . flc 
BEAUMONT , Daisy J . M .  
flc SEE Beaumont and Beaumont flc 
BECKER , Alton L .  
1 985  Person in Austro-Thai :  comments  on  the pronoun paradigm in 
Benedict ' s  Aus tro-Thai language and culture . In Thurgood , 
Matisoff and Bradley , eds 1 985 , 324-33 3 .  
BENDER , Byron W .  
1 984  Object marking in Marshallese . In  Bender , ed . 1 984 , 443-4 65 .  
1 984 SEE Sohn and Bender 1 984 
BENDER , Byron W . , ed . 
1 984 S tudies in Micronesian linguistics . PL , C-80 . 
BENDER , Byron W .  and Judith W .  WANG 
1 985 The status of Pr"o to-Micronesian . In Pawley and Carrington , 
eds 1 985 , 53-92 . 
BENEDICT,  Paul K.  
1 985 Autobiographical note . In Thurgood , Matisoff and Bradley , 
eds 1 985 , 36-52 . 
1 985 Publications of Paul K.  Benedict , 1 939-1 982 . In Thurgood , 
Matisoff and Bradley , eds 1 98 5 ,  53-5 7 .  
BENJAMIN, Geoffrey 
1 983 SEE Bradley , Benjamin and Wurm 1 983 
BENJAMIN, Geoffrey and David BRADLEY 
AUTHOR/TITLE INDEX 5 
1 983 Peninsular Malaysia , Andaman and Nicobar I slands . In Wurm 
and Hattori , eds 1 983 , map 3 7 .  
BES NIER , Niko 
1 986  Word order in Tuvaluan . In  Geraghty ,  Carrington and Wurm , 
eds 1 986 , 245-2 6 8 .  FOCAL II . 
BETTONI , Camilla 
1 985 Italian language attrition : a Sydney case study . In Clyne , 
ed . 1 98 5 ,  63-7 9 .  
BICKNER , Robert J. 
f/c Directional modification in Thai fiction : the case of " come" 
and "go" in text building . PL , A-7 7 .  PSEAL 1 1 .  
BLACK, Paul 
1 983  SEE McConvell , Day and Black 1 983 
BLAKE , Barry J. 
1 987 Subordinate verb morphology in western Queensland . In 
Laycock and Winter , eds 1 98 7 ,  61-68 . 
BLUST , Robert 
1 984 
1 987 
A Mussau vocabulary ,  with phonological notes . 
1 59-208 . PNGL 23 . 
Rennell-Bellona /1/ and the "Hiti"  substratum .  
and Winter , eds 1 987 , 69-7 9 .  
PL , A-69 ,  
In Laycock 
f/c Sketches  of the morphology and phonology of Bornean languages . 
PWANL 3 .  
BODMAN, Nicholas C .  
1 985 Evidence for 1 and r medials in Old Chinese and 
associated problems . In Thurgood , Matisoff and Bradley , 
eds 1 985 , 146-167 . 
BRADLEY ,  David 
1 982 Register in Burmese . 
PSEAL 8 .  
In Bradley , ed . 1 982 , 1 1 7-132 . 
1 983 Mainland South-East Asia (north) & Hainan . In Wurm and Hattori , 
eds 1983 , map 35 . 
1 983 Mainland South-East Asia ( south) . In Wurm and Hattori , eds 
1 983 , map 36 . 
1 983 SEE Benjamin and Bradley 1 983 
1 985 Arakanese vowels . In Thurgood , Matisoff and Brad ley , eds 
1 985 , 180-200 .  
1 985 Traditional minorities and language education in Thailand . 
6 AUTHOR/TITLE INDEX 
In Bradley , ed . 1 985 ,  87-102 . PSEAL 9 .  
1 985  SEE Bradley and Bradley 1985 
1 987 Language planning for China ' s  minorities : the Yi branch . In 
Laycock and Winter , eds 1987 , 81-8 9 .  
BRADLEY,  David , ed . 
1 982 Papers in South-East Asian linguistics No . 8 :  Tonation. 
PL , A-62 . PSEAL 8 .  
1 985 Papers in South-East Asian linguistics No . 9 : Language 
policy , language planning and sociolinguistics  in South­
East Asia . PL , A-6 7 .  PSEAL 9 .  
1 985 SEE Thurgood , Matisoff and Bradley , eds 1985 
flc Papers in South-East Asian linguistics No . 1 1 :  South-East 
Asian syntax . PL , A-7 7 .  PSEAL 1 1 .  
BRADLEY, David , Geoffrey BENJAMIN, and S .A .  WURM, coordinating eds 
1 983 Mainland South-East Asia , Peninsular Malaysia and Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands . In Wurm and Hattori , eds 1 983 . 
BRADLEY,  Maya and David BRADLEY 
1 985 Asian students '  comprehension of Australian English .  In 
Clyne , ed . 1985 , 1 7 1 -1 81 . 
BRADSHAW , Joel 
1 983 Dempwolff ' s  description of verbal serialisation in Yabem . 
Halim,  Carrington and Wurm , eds 1 983 , 1 77-1 98.  TICAL 4 .  
1 985 Assessing the typological evidence for New Guinea Oceanic . 
In Pawley and Carrington , eds 1 985,  1 9-30 . 
BRANDENSTEIN , C . G .  von 
1 987 Nyungar anew . PL , C-99 . 
BROWN , Herbert A.  
1 986 A comparative dictionary of Orokolo , Gulf  of Papua . PL , 
C-84 . 
1 987  Three Elema myths , recorded in  Toaripi : translated and 
annotated by H . A .  Brown . PL , B-98 . 
BRUCE , Les [ lie P . ] 
1 984 The Alamblak language of Papua New Guinea (East Sepik ) . 
PL , C-81 . 
1 986  Serialisation : the interface of syntax and lexicon . PL , 
A-7 0 ,  21 -3 7 .  PNGL 24 . 
In 
AUTHOR/TITLE INDEX 7 
BRUDHIPRABHA, Prapart 
1 985 Towards linguistic and cultural pluralism in Thailand : a case 
of the Malay Thais . In Bradley , ed . 1 985 ,  77-86 .  PSEAL 9 .  
BWAKOLO ,  Patrick 
1 987  An alphabet for AYiwo . In  Laycock and Winter ,  eds  1 987 , 
91-94 . 




SEE Lynch and Capell 1 983 
Futuna-Aniwa dictionary , with grammatical introduction . 
PL , C-56 . 
1 987  People and language in time and space . In Laycock and Winter , 
eds 1 987 , 95-104 . 
CAPELL , A .  and John LYNCH 
1 983 Sie vocabulary . In Lynch , ed . 1983 , 75-1 4 7  ( chapter 3 ) .  
CAPELL ,  A. and H . H . J .  COATE 
1 984 Comparative studies in Northern Kimberley languages . PL , 
C-6 9 .  
CARRINGTON, Lois 
1983 Eyewitness reporting . PL , A-6 5 ,  1-80 . PPCL 3 .  
1 987 A history of Pacific Linguistics . In Laycock and Winter , 
eds 1 987 , 35-4 6 .  
1 987  S .A .  Wurm : a personal bibliography . In  Laycock and Winter , 
eds 1 987 , 1 5-33 . 
1 987 Six more years of Pacific Linguistics : an index of 
contributions to Pacific linguistic studies , 1 981-1 987 . PL , 
D-80 . 
CARRINGTON, Lois , ed . 





SEE Pawley and Carrington , eds 1 985 
SEE Geraghty , Carrington and Wurm , eds 1 986 , 1 986  
Lois  and Miriam CURNOW 
Twenty years of Pacific Linguistics : an index of 
contributions to Pacific linguistic  studie s , 1 96 1 -1 981 . 
PL , D-4 0 .  
8 AUTHOR/TITLE INDEX 
CARTIER , Alice 
1 983 Strategies of the definite/indefinite patient in passive 
sentences . In Ha1 im,  Carrington and Wurm, eds 1 983 ,  2 51 -26 7 . 
TICAL 4 .  
CAUGHLEY,  Ross Charles 




A dictionary of Chepang . PL , C .  
SEE Dob and Chaganhada 1987 
CHARPENTIER , J . M .  
I 
1 987 La numeration au Sud-Ma1aku1a (Vanuatu) . In Laycock and 
Winter , eds 1987 , 105-1 1 8 .  
CHEN ,  Teresa M .  
1 985  Verbal constructions and verbal classification in  Nataoran­
Amis . PL , C-85 . 
CHIR I ,  Mashiho 
1 983 SEE Hattori and Chiri 1 983 
CHLENOV , M . A .  
1 986  
CHOWNING , Ann 
1 983 
1 985 
1 986  
1 987 
CLARK, Ross  
1 982 
North Ha1mahera languages :  a problem of internal 
classification . PL , A-70 ,  39-43 . PNGL 24. 
Interaction between Pidgin and three West New Britain 
languages .  PL , A-65 ,  1 91 -206 . PPCL 3. 
Rapid lexical change and aberrant Melanesian languages : 
Sengseng and its  neighbours . In Pawley and Carrington , eds 
1985 , 169-1 98 . 
Refugees , traders , and other wanderers : the linguistic effects  
of population mixing in Melanesia . In Geraghty ,  Carrington 
and Wurm , eds 1986 , 407-434 . FOCAL II. 
The supposed Austronesian content of the Trans-New Guinea 
Phylum . In Laycock and Winter , eds 1 987 , 1 19-1 2 5 .  
'Necessary ' and ' unnecessary ' borrowing . In Ha1 im ,  Carrington 
and Wurm , eds 1 982 ,  137-143 .  TICAL 3 .  
1 985  Languages of north and central Vanuatu : groups , chains , 
clusters and waves . In Pawley and Carrington , eds 1 98 5 ,  
1 99-2 3 6 .  
1 986  Lingui stic convergence in Central Vanuatu . In  Geraghty ,  
Carrington and Wurm , eds 1 986 ,  333-342 . FOCAL II. 
CLYNE , Michael 
1 985 Introduction . In Clyne , ed . 1 985 . 
AUTHOR/TITLE INDEX 9 
1 985 Typological and sociolinguistic factors in grammatical 
convergence :  differences between German and Dutch in 
Australia . In Clyne , ed . 1 985 ,  1 51-160 .  
1 987  The interac tion of a national identity , class and 
pluriglossia in a pluricentric language . In Laycock and 
Winter , eds 1987 , 127-1 3 9 .  
CLYNE , Michael ,  ed . 
1 985 Australia , meeting place of languages . PL , C-92 . 
COATE , H . H . J. 
1 984 SEE Capell and Coate 1984 
COLBURN , Michael 
1 984 The functions and meanings of the Erima deictic articles . 
PL , A-69 , 209-2 72 . PNGL 23 . 
COLLIER , Kenneth and Kenneth GREGERSON 
1 985 Tabla verb morphology . PL , A-63 , 155-1 72 . PNGL 22 . 
COLLINS , James T .  
1 982 Further notes towards a West  Makian vocabular y .  In Voorhoeve , 
ed . 1 982 , 75-97 . 
1 982 Prothesis in the languages of Central Maluku : an argument 
from Proto-Austronesian grammar . In Halim , Carrington and 
Wurm , eds 1 982 , 1 87-200.  TICAL 2 .  
1 982 A short vocabulary of East Makian . In Voorhoeve , ed . 1 982 , 
99-12 8 .  
1 983 The historical relationships of the languages of Central 
Maluku , Indonesia . (MLIn 1 3 . )  PL , D-4 7 .  
1 983 SEE Wurm , Stokho f ,  Foley , Fox , Appell , Sneddon , Collins and 
Voorhoeve 1 983 
1 986  Eastern Seram : a subgrouping argument . In  Geraghty , Carrington 
and Wurm , eds 1 986 ,  1 23-146 .  FOCAL II . 
COLLINS , J. T .  and C . L . VOORHOEVE 
1 983 Moluccas (Maluku ) . In Wurm and Hattori , eds 1 983 , map 4 5 .  
COMRIE , Bernard 
1 985 SEE Davies and Comrie 1 985 
CONRAD, Robert J. and Ron LEWIS 
f lc Some language and sociolinguistic relationships in the Upper 
Sepik region of Papua New Guinea . PL , A-7 6 .  PNGL 2 6 .  
10 AUTHOR/TITLE INDEX 
CONRAD ,  Robert J .  with Kepas WOGIGA 
f l c  A grammar of Bukiyip (Mountain Arapesh ) .  PL , B .  
COOKE , Joseph R .  
f l c  Form and meaning o f  the Thai particle na . PL , A .  
PSEAL 1 2. 
f l c  Thai sentence particles : forms , meanings , and formal-semantic 
variations . PL , A .  PSEAL 1 2. 
flc  The problem of the s ixth tone in Thai . PL , A .  
PSEAL 1 2. 
flc  Thai nasa1ised vowels . PL , A .  PSEAL 1 2. 
COOKE , Joseph R . , ed . 
f l c  [Papers in Thai linguistics . ]  PL , A .  PSEAL 1 2. 
COURT , Christopher 
1 985  Observations on  some cases of tone sandhi . In  Thurgood , 
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A SELECT INDEX TO LANGUAGES ,  LANGUAGE FAMILIES OR LANGUAGE GROUPS , 
REPRESENTED IN THE PAC IF IC LINGUISTICS PUBLICAT IONS , 1 981-1 987 
To keep this volume wi thin us eful dimensions , only principal languages 
and dialects wit hin any work are l i s t ed ;  general . ref erence works supplying 
more comprehensive l i s t s  are: S . A .  Wurm and Shiro Hattor i , eds Language 
a t las of  the Pacific  area ,  PL , C-66 and C-67  ( publi shed in  collaborat ion 
with the Aus tralian Academy of the Humanit i es and the Japan Acad emy ) - of 
which the Ind exes ( on blue sheets following each s ection of the atlas ) are 
espec ially r ecommend ed - and various area-specific  works , such as Charl es and 
Barbara Grimes Languages of South Sulawesi , PL , B-9 5 ,  1 98 7 ; Nils Holmer 
Linguis t ic survey of south-east ern Queensland , PL , 0-54 , 1 983 ; James T .  
Collins The hi s tor ical relationships of the languages of C entral Maluku , 
Indonesia , PL , 0-4 7 ,  1 983 ; Lui s e  A .  Hercus Victorian languages : a late 
survey , PL , B-7 7 ,  1 986 ; C . L .  Voorhoeve , ed . The Makian languages and their 
neighbours ,  PL , 0-4 6 ,  1 982 ; Jul i e  and John Wayne King , ed s Languages of 
Sabah: a survey r eport , PL , C-7 8 ,  1 984 ; D . T .  Tryon and B . D .  Hackman 
Solomon I slands languages: an int ernal classific ation , PL , C-72 , 1 983 ; A .  
Capel l  and H . H . J .  Coate Compara t ive s tudi es i n  Northern Kimberley 
languages , PL , C-6 9 ,  1984 ; Byron W .  Bender , ed . Studies in Micronesian 
linguis t ic s , PL , C-80 , 1984 , among others . 
Names of languages are as in the works ref erred to , and have not been 
cross-r efer enc ed to language names as  g iven in any of the general works l i s t ed 
above as , mani festly , names change and vary , and in any case almos t  all of  
the s tud ies referred to mention alt ernative names or spell ing . 
Thi s  volume should , of cours e ,  be u s ed in conjunc t ion with the ear l i er 
companion volume,  0-4 0 .  
Language names for the complet e  s er i es ( o f  20 volumes ) of Hol l e  l i s t s , 
edi t ed by W . A . L .  S tokhof , and publi shed 1 980-1 987 , have been includ ed in this 
ind ex ,  for convenience - and , ind eed , to s erve al so as a general ref erenc e .  
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ABAI SUNGAI 
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ABENG 
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ABORIGINAL ENGLISH 
ABUBU , ABUBU NUSA LAUT 
S tokhof , ed . 1982 
ABUI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 98 3 ,  S tokhof , ed . 
1 987 
SEE Alor 
ACEH , ACEHNESE , ACHINESE 
Asmah 1 985 , S imons 1 982 , S tokhof , 
ed . 1985 
SEE Bayau Ac eh 
SEE Aus tral ian Aboriginal English 
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ANDAMAN IS LANDS LANGUAGES 






Lynch 1 982 , Lynch 1 986 
ANEM 
Thur s ton 1 982 
ANGAMI 
Thurgood 1 98 5  
ANGAN LANGUAGES 




Capel l  1 984 
ANYO 
Thurgood 1 985 
ANZITOU 
Thurgood 1 985 
AO 
Thurgood 1 985 
AOBA 
S imons 1 982 
APATANI 
Thurgood 1 98 5  
APAUWAR 
Stokhof , ed . 1 983 
APIN-APIN KUIJAU 
Smith 1 984 
APMA 
Walsh 1 982 
ARAB ANA 
Hercus 1 987 
ARAB IC 
Jernudd 1 98 7 , Sprigg 1 985 Walker 
1 982 
ARAKANESE 
Bradley 1 985 
ARAMO 
Davies and Comrie 1 985 
ARANDIC 
Hale 1 983 
'ARE 'ARE 
ARFU 
S imons 1 982 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 
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Miedema and Well ing 1 985 
ARMATTI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
ARNHEM LAND LANGUAGES 
Heath 1 987 , 
SEE Ndj �bbana 
AROS I 
ARZO 
S imons 1 982 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 
Stokhof , ed . 1 983 
ASAHAN 
SEE Ulu 
AS IAN LANGUAGES 
Hong-F incher 1 98 7 , 









Dyen and Tsuchida 1 987 , Li 1 982 , 
Li 1 985 
ATAYALIC LANGUAGES 
Li 1 982 , Starosta 1 985 
ATINGGOLA 
Stokhof , ed . 1 984 
Scorza 1 985 
AULUA d 
Charpentier 1 987 
AUSTRAL 
Rensch flc 
AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL CREOLE 
Sandefur 1 985 , 
SEE Kriol 
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AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL ENGLISH 
Kaldor 1 985 , Sandefur 1 985 
AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES 
Blake 1 987 , Brandenstein 1 987 , 
Donaldson 1 987 , Heath 1 987 , 
Hodd ino tt and Kofod flc , Holmer 
f l c ,  Kaldor 1 98 5 ,  Kilham 1 987 , 
Rumsey 1 987 , Sandefur 1 985 , 
Tsunoda 1 987 , Yallop 1 987 , and 
other s , 
SEE Aus tral ian languages 
AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH 
Bradleys 1 985 
AUSTRALIAN PIDGIN , PIDGINS 
MUhlhausler 1 98 5 ,  Rumsey 1 983 
SEE Kr iol , pidgins and creoles 
AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGES 
Aust in , ed 1 983 , Aus t in 1 983 , 
Austin f l c ,  Blake 1 98 7 ,  
Brandenstein 1 987 , Capell and 
Coate 1 984 , Capell 1 984 , 
Carr ing ton and Curnow 1981 , 
Donaldson 1 987 , Dunn flc , 
Geyt enbeek f l c ,  Glasgow 1 984 , 
Glasgow flc , Hale 1 98 3 ,  Harris 
1 986 , Heath 1 987 , Hercus 1 982 , 
Hercus 1 986,  Hercus 1 987 , 
Hoddino tt and Kofod f l c ,  Holmer 
1 98 3 ,  Holmer f l c ,  Kilham 1 987 , 
Koch 1 983 , Laughren and Nash 1 983 
Laughren 1 983 , McConvel l ,  Day and 
Black 1 983 , McKay 1 983 , Mer 1an 
1 983 , Oates f l c ,  Rumsey 1 982 , 
Rumsey 1 987 , Schebeck 1 983 , 
Tsunoda 1 987 , Voorhoeve and Wurm 
1 981 , Wal sh and Wurm 1 981 , Wal sh 
1 981 , Walsh 1 98 1 , Walsh 1 981 , 
Wal sh 1 981 , Wierzbicka 1 983 , 
Wordick 1 982 , Wurm and Ha ttori 
1 98 1 , Yallop 1 987 , Zorc 1 983 , 
SEE Aboriginal Engli sh ,  Arand ic , 
Aus tral ian Aboriginal languages , 
Australian English ,  Burarra , 
Diar i ,  Djadjala , Dj inang , Dj inba , 
Dutch in Australia , Dyirbal , 
English in Aus tralia , Ganai ,  
German in Aus tral ia , Gi ppsland 
languages , Greek in Aus tralia , 
Gundidj , Hebrew in Australia , 
Italian in Aus tralia , Japane se in 
Aus tral ia , Kala Lagaw Ya , Kanaka 
English in Queensland , Kaytej , 
Krio l , Kun ibid j i ,  Laragia , Lardil , 
Latvian in Aus tralia , Linngithig , 
Mad imadi ,  Matha , Meriam Mir , 
Narinari , Ndjebbana , Ngarigu , 
Ngarluma , Nyungar , Pol ish in 
Australia , Rembarnga , Southern 
Ngariyu , Southern Pilbara 
languages , Tiwi , Torres Strait 
Creole , Ungar inj in ,  Vic torian 
languages ,  Wadiwadi ,  Warlmanpa , 
Warl piri , Wembawemba , Wergaia , 
Woiwuru , Yiddish in Austral ia , 
Yodayoda ,  Yolngu 
AUSTRIAN GERMAN 
C lyne 1 98 7  
AUSTROAS IATIC LANGUAGES 
Adams flc , Asmah 1 985 , Becker 
1 985 , Cooke flc , Huffman 1 98 5 ,  
Thurgood 1 985 , 
SEE Aust ro-Thai , Cambod ian , Lolo­
Burmese , Mon-Burmese , Siamese , 
Tai-Kadai ,  Thai 
AUSTRONES IAN LANGUAGES 
Abas 1 987 , Aichele 1 984 , Ajamiseba 
1 983 , Alieva 1 983 , Anceaux 1 982 , 
Arms 1 986 , Asmah 1 98 5 ,  Barr and 
Barr f l c ,  Bawa 1 983 , Bender , ed . 
1 985 , Bender and Wang 1 98 5 ,  
Besnier 1 986 , Blust 1 984 , Blus t 
flc , Bradshaw 1 98 3 ,  Brad shaw 1 985 , 
Capell 1 984 , Carring ton and Curnow 
1 981 , Car tier 1 983 , Chen 1 987 , 
Chowning 1 985 , Chowning 1 986 , 
Chowning 1 987 , Clark 1 982 , Clark 
1 985 , Collins 1 982 , Collins 1 983 , 
Crowley 1 982 , Crowley 1 983 , 
Crowley 1 986 , Cumming 1 986 , Dahl 
1 98 6 ,  Dardjowidjojo 1 98 3 ,  De 
Guzman 1 98 6 ,  Djawanai 1 983 , Dut ton 
1 98 1 ,  Dut ton 1 98 2 ,  Dut ton 1 986 , 
Dyen and Tsuchida 1 986 , Dyen 1 982 , 
Elbert 1 987 , Espiritu 1 98 2 ,  Far id 
and S imanjuntak 1 982 , Ferrell 
1 98 3 ,  Foley 1 983 , Fox 1 982 , Fox 
1 987 , Georgopoulos 1 986 , Geraghty 
1 98 6 ,  Geraghty et  aI , eds 1 986 , 
Geraghty et aI , eds 1 986 , Gonzalez 
1 98 7 ,  Grace 1 98 5 ,  Grace 1 986 ,  
Graefe 1 986 , Gri jns 1 982 , Groves 
et a1 1 98 5 ,  Guy 1 982 , Ha1 im et a1 , 
eds 1 982 , Hal im et aI , eds 1 982 , 
Halim et  al eds 1 982 , Halim et  al 
eds 1 983 , Hardaj ibrata 1 983 , 
Hardjad ibrata 1 98 5 ,  Harlow 1 986 , 
Harrison 1 982 , Harr ison 1 986 , 
Harvey 1 982 , Hol zknecht 1 987 , 
Hooley 1 98 7 , Hooper 1 98 5 ,  Hooper 
1 986 , Hovdhaugen 1 986 ,  Hsu 1 98 5 ,  
Ikranagara 1 982 , Jackson 1 986 , 
Jas pan 1 984 ,  Johns ton 1 982 ,  Kana 
1 983 , Kaswanti  Purwo 1 983 , Keesing 
1 98 5 ,  Kes s  1 982 ,  King and King eds 
1 984 , Kondrashkina 1 982 , Kroeger 
1 986 ,  Kroeger f/c , Kumanireng 
1 982 , Lapoliwa 1 982 , Laycock 1 981 , 
Laycock 1 982 , Levin and Massam 
1 986 , Li 1 982 , Li 1 985 , Li 1 986 , 
Lichtenberk 1 98 5 ,  Lincoln 1 981 , 
Lind strom 1 98 5 ,  Lind strom 1 986 , 
Lithgow 1 98 7 ,  Llamzon 1 982 , Lynch 
and Tryon 1 98 5 ,  Lynch 1 982 , Lynch 
1 986 , Martens and Mar tens f/c , 
Martens f / c ,  Mar tens f / c ,  McCune 
and Azhar 1 983 , McElhanon 1 984 , 
Medan 1 983 , Mi lner 1 986 , Moel iono 
1 986 , Mordechay 1 986 , Morris 1 984 , 
Mosel 1 984 , Moyse-Faurie and 
Ozanne-Rivierre 1 983 , Muhlhaus ler 
1 987 , Naylor 1 986 , Naylor 1 98 6 ,  
Ngurah Bagus 1 983 ,  Noorduyn 1 982 , 
No thofer 1 982 , Nothofer 1 986 , 
Oe tomo 1 987 , Oglobl in 1 986 ,  Pawley 
and Carrington , ed s 1 985 , Prentice 
1 982 , Ramelan 1 983 , Re id 1 982 , 
Rensch 1 984 , Rensch 1 986 , Revel­
Macdonald 1 982 , Rivierre 1 981 , 
Ros s  1 982 , Ros s  1 984 , Ross 1 986 , 
Ros s  1 98 7 ,  Ross f / c ,  Ruj iati 
Mulyadi 1 983 , Sarumpae t 1 982 , 
Sarumpaet 1 986 ,  School ing f/c , 
S iegel 1 984 , Siegel 1 986 , Siegel 
1 987 , S imons 1 982 , S imons 1 982 , 
S irk 1 98 7 ,  S irk f / c , Smith 1 984 , 
Smi th 1 986 , Smi th f /c ,  Sneddon 
1 984 , Sneddon 1 986 , Soedj arwo 
1 983 , Soemarmo f / c ,  Starosta 1 98 5 ,  
S tarosta 1 986 , Starosta , Pawley 
and Re id 1 982 , Stokhof , ed . 1 982 , 
Stokho f ,  ed . 1 982 , Stokhof , ed . 
1 98 2 ,  S tokhof , ed . 1 98 2 ,  S tokhof , 
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ed . 1 983 , Stokhof , ed . 1 983 ,  
Stokho f , ed . 1 983 , Stokhof , ed . 
1 984 , Stokhof , ed . 1 98 5 ,  S tokho f ,  
ed . 198 6 ,  Stokho f ,  ed . 1987 , 
Stokhof , ed . 1 98 7 ,  S tokhof , ed . 
1 98 7 ,  Stokhof , ed . 1987 , Streicher 
1 982 , Sugono 1 983 ,  Suharno 1 983 , 
Sutomo 1 982 , Tampubolon 1 983 , 
Tchekhoff 1 981 , Thomas 1 983 , 
Ticoalu 1 983 , Triffitt  1 986 , Tryon 
and Hackman 1 983 , Tryon 1 981 , 
Tryon 1 982 , Tryon 1 986 , Tsuchida 
1 983 ,  Uhlenbeck 1 983 ,  Usop 1 982 , 
Verhaar 1 983 , Verhe i j en 1 986 , 
Voorhoeve 1 98 1 ,  Voorhoeve 1 982 , 
Walker 1 982 , Wal sh 1 982 , Wal sh 
1 98 5 ,  Ward 1 98 5 ,  Widjajakusumah 
1 983 , Wolff  1 982 , Wouk 1 986 , Wurm 
and Dut ton 1 981 , Wurm and Hattori 
1981 , Wurm and Hat tori 1 983 , Wurm 
1 981 , Yallop 1 982 , Yeoh 1 983 , Zorc 
1 982 , Zorc 1 986 , Zorc 1 986 , Zorc 
1 98 7 ,  
SEE Achinese , Al foors , Bahasa 
Indone s ia ,  Baline se , Batak , Biak , 
Bolang Mongondo , Bol inao , Bornean 
languages ,  Central S inama , 
Chavacano , Cheke Holo , Da ' a ,  Duke 
of York , Dyak , Eas tern Bontoc , 
Fij ian , Ifugao , Indones ian , 
Indone s ian languages ,  Jabem , 
Javanese , Kairiru , Kankanaey , 
Kimaragang , Koiwai , Kove , Kwa io , 
Kwam , Labu , Labuk Kadazan , 
Lakalai , Larantuka Malay , Loyalty 
Is land s languages , Maisin , 
Malagasy , Malaitan ,  Malaitan 
languages , Malay , Malaysian 
languages , Maori ,  Melane s ian 
languages , Mele-F i la , Minangkabau , 
Mono-Alu , Mussau , Nataoran Ami s ,  
New Caledonia languages , Ngaju 
Dayak , Nias , Niuean , Nufoors , 
Nukuoro , Oceanic , Paamese , Pac ific 
languages , Paiwan , Palauan , 
Penrhyn , Phil ippine languages , 
Ro tine se , Sabah languages ,  
Samoic-Out l ier  languages , Santa 
Cruz , Sawai , Sea Dayak , Sengseng , 
Serui , Solomon Islands languages , 
Sundanese , Tagalog , Tahi tian ,  
Tanna languages , Tatana , Timugon 
Murut , Toba Batak , Tobaru , 
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Tokelauan , Tolo , Tuvaluan , Vanuatu 
language s ,  We stern Melanesian 
languages ,  Yabem , Yuanga 
AUSTRO-TAI , AUSTRO-THAI 
Becker 1 98 5 ,  Norman 1 9 8 5 ,  Thurgood 
1 98 5  
AVOKH d 
Charpentier 1 987  
AWEMBIAK 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
AWTUW 
Feldman 1 986 
AWYA 
S tokhof , ed . 1983 
AXAMB d 
Charpentier 1 987 
AYIWO 
Bwakolo 1 987 
B 
BA 'A 
Stokho f ,  ed . 1983 
BABA MALAY 
Lim f/c , Platt 1 987 
BACAN 




Hercus 1 982 
BAHASA BALl 
Bawa 1 983 , Ngurah Bagus 1 983,  
SEE ALSO Balinese 
BAHASA INDONES IA 
Abas 1 987 , Ikranagara 1 982 , Jaspan 
1 9 84 ,  Kana 1 983,  Kumanireng 1 98 2 ,  
Lapoliwa 1 982 , Moel iono 1 987 , 
Purnama f / c ,  Ruj iati  Mulyadi 
1 983 ,  Soemarmo f / c ,  Suharno 1 983 , 
Sutomo 1 982 , Tampubolon 1 983 , 
Ticoalu 1 983 , 
SEE ALSO Indone s ian 
BAHASA JAWA 
Soedjarwo 1 983 , 
SEE ALSO Javanese 
BAHASA MALAYS IA 
SEE Malay 
BAHASA MALA YU MANADO 
Ticoalu 1 983 
BAHASA MELAYU 
Medan 1 983 
SEE ALSO Malay 
BAHASA MINANGKABAU 
Medan 1 983 , 
SEE ALSO Minangkabau 
BAHING 
Thurgood 1 985 
BAJAU , BAJO 
Smith 1 984 , Stokhof , ed . 1 98 5 ,  
Verheijen 1 986 
BAKI 
Tryon 1 986 
BALAI SELASA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
BALALI 
Thurgood 1 985 
BALI 
Johns ton 1 982 
BALlC LANGUAGES 
Dyen 1 982 
BALIEM VALLEY LANGUAGE 
Stokhof , ed . 1 983 
BALINESE , BALINESE LANGUAGES 
Bawa 1 983 , Foley 1 983,  Ngurah 
Bagus 1 983 
BALTI 
Thurgood 1 985 
BANAM BAY d 
Charpent ier 1 987 
BANDA 
Coll ins 1 986 , Stokhof , ed . 1982 
SEE ALSO Ai 
BANGGAI , BANGGAI ISLANDS 
Stokhof , ed . 1985 
BANGGI 
Smi th 1 984 
BANJAR 
S tokhof , ed . 1 986 
BANJOGI 
Thurgood 1 985 
BANKS ISLANDS 
S imons 1 982 
BANONI 
Ros s  1 982 
BANPO 
Thurgood 1 985 
BANTIK 
Sneddon 1984 , Sneddon 1986 , 
S tokhof , ed . 1 9 83 
BAREE 
S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
BARRANB INYA 
Oa tes f/c 
BARRIER ISLAND LANGUAGES 
Not hofer 1 986 
BARUNGGAM 
Holmer 1 983 
BASILECTAL S INGAPORE ENGLISH 
Plat t 1987 
BATAK 
S imons 1982 , Stokhof , ed . 1985 
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Batak , Mandail ing Batak , Pakpak 
Batak , Sibolga Batak , Si Pirok 
Batak , Toba Ba tak) 
BATAM 
SEE Orang Utan/Orang Darat 
BATANG TORU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 985 
BATJALA 
Holmer 1 983 
BAUKAN 
Smith 1 984 
BAURO 
S imons 1 982 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 
BAYAU , ACEH 
Stokhof , ed . 1985 
BAZAAR MALAY 
Baxter 1 983  
BE 
Hashimo to 1 985 , Haudricourt 1 985 
BEAUFORT KADAZAN 
Smi th 1 984 
BEAUFORT MURUT 
Smi th 1 984 
BEGAHAK 
Smi th 1 984 
BEL FAMILY 
Ross 1 987 
BELEP 
S imons 1 982 
BELLONA , BELLONESE 
Blust 1 98 7 ,  Elbert 1 98 7 ,  Hsu and 
Pe ters 1984 , Tryon and Hackman 
1983 
BELU , TETUM 
Stokhof , ed . 1983 
(Andong Batak , Angkola Batak , Karo BENGKULU 
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SEE Mokko-mokko , Pasemah/S erawai 
dialects 
BEO 
S tokhof , ed . 1982 
BERAN MANGANITU 
Stokhof , ed . 1 982 
BERRIK PAPUA 
Stokhof , ed . 1 983 
BETE 
Thurgood 1 985  
BHOJPURI 
Baker and Ramnah 1 985 , Bar z and 
Diller 1 985  
BIAK 
S imons 1 982 , Ste inhauer 1 986 , 
S tokhof and Flassy 1 985 , S tokhof , 
ed . 1 982 
BIDJARA 
Holmer 1 983 
B IEREBO 
Tryon 1 986 
B IERIA 
Tryon 1 986 
BIG NAMBAS 
S imons 1 982 
BlHARI 
Bar z and Diller 1 98 5  
BILIBIL 
Ros s  1 987 
B INA 
Dut ton 1 982 
B INANDEREAN LANGUAGES 
McElhanon 1 984 
BlRAO 
S imons 1 982 
B IRI  
S to khof , ed . 1 983 
B IRRI 
Holmer 1 983 
B ISAYA 
Dunn 1 984 , Smith 1 984 
B ISLAMA 
Clark 1 982 , Lynch 1 987 , Tryon 
1 98 7  
BLABLANGA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
BOBOT 
Coll ins 1 986 
BODO-GARO 
Thurgood 1 985  
BOLA 
Johns ton 1 982 
BOLAANG MONGONDOW , BOLANG MONGONDO 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 ,  Simons 1 982 
BOLINAO 
S imons 1 982 
BONF IA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
BONTHAIN 
Stokhof , ed . 1 984 
BONTOK 
Hsu and Peters 1 984 , Reid 1 98 2  
BORNEAN/BORNEO LANGUAGES 
Blust f / c ,  Smith 1 984 , Stokho f , 
ed . 1 986,  Wurm 1 983 , 
SEE Kal imantan languages , Ngaju 
Dayak 
BOUGAINVILLE LANGUAGES 
Ross 1 982 , Ro ss 1986 , Tryon 1 981  
BROKEN 
Shnukal f/c 
BUANG , BUANG LANGUAGES 
S imons 1 982 , McElhanon 1 984 , 
Hooley 1 987 
BUGIS 
Friberg f / c ,  Smi th 1 984 , Stokhof , 
ed . 1 987 
BUIN 
S imons 1 982 
BUKIYIP 
Conrad and Wogiga f/c  
BULl 
S tokhof , ed . 1 980 
BULIC LANGUAGES 
Dyen 1 982 
BULU 
Johns ton 1 982 
SEE Ambelau 
BUMA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
BUNABA LANGUAGES 
Capell  and Coate 1 984 
BUNAMA 
Lithgow 1 987 
BUNAN 




S tokhof , ed . 1 985 
BUNUN 
Li 1 987 
BUOL (O)  
Stokhof , ed . 1 984 
BURARRA 
Glasgow 1 984 , Glasgow f / c  
BURMESE 
BURU 
Allott 1 985 , Bradley 1 982 , Brad ley 
1 985 Lehman 1 98 5 ,  Sprigg 1 985 , 
The in Tun 1 982 
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Stokhof , ed . 1 982 
SEE Kayeli 
BUTON 
Stokhof , ed . 1 985 
SEE Wol io 
BUTUNG 
Smith 1 984 
BWUOLO 
Noorduyn 1 982 
BYANGS I 
Thurgood 1 98 5  
C 
C ?ULI ? 
Li 1 982 
CAMBA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 985 
CAMBODIAN 
Norman 1 98 5 ,  Sprigg 1 985 
CANTONESE 
Liang 1 987 
CAUCASIAN LANGUAGES 
Knobloch 1 987 
CEBUANO 
Wolff 1 982 
CELEBES LANGUAGES 
Sneddon 1 983 , S tokhof , ed . 1 987 , 
SEE Bugis , Dur i , Makasar , Mamaju , 
Salayar , Tolaki 
CENDERAWAS IH BAY 
SEE Humuku-Irege 
CENTRAL & LOWER UMIMERAH 
Stokhof , ed . 1 982 
CENTRAL BUANG 
Hooley 1987 
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CENTRAL CHIN 
Thurgood 1 985 
CENTRAL-EAST CHOISEUL 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
CENTRAL-EASTERN OCEANIC 
Lynch and Tryon 1 985 
CENTRAL JAVANESE d ' s  of  JAVANESE 
Nothofer 1 982 
CENTRAL MALUKU LANGUAGES 
Collins 1 982 , Collins 1 983 
CENTRAL MOLUCCAS LANGUAGES 
SEE Indonesian languages 
CENTRAL MONPA 
Thurgood 1 985 
CENTRAL PAPUAN LANGUAGES 
Voorhoeve 1 982 
CENTRAL S INAMA 
S imons 1 982 
CENTRAL SUMATRAN LANGUAGES 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
CENTRAL TIBETAN 
Thurgood 1 985 
CENTRAL VANUATU LANGUAGES 
Clark 1 985 
CH 'AO CHOU 
Court 1 985 
CH ' U  
Ballard 1 985 
CRAMBA 
Thurgood 1 985 
CRAMORRO 
Hsu and Peters 1 984 
CHAUDANGS I 
Thurgood 1 985 
CHAVACANO 




Caughley 1 982 , Caughley f / c ,  
Thurgood 1 985 
CHEREMIS 
Kazar 1 987 
CHHINGTANG 
Thurgood 1 985 
CHIMBU PROVINCE LANGUAGES 
Voorhoeve and Wurm 1 981  
CHINESE 
Ballard 1 985 , Bodman 1 985 , Court 
1 98 5 ,  Gedney 1 98 5 ,  Hashimo to 1 98 5 ,  
Hong-Fincher 1 98 7 ,  L i  and Thompson 
1 985 ,  Liem 1 987 , Mei 1 98 5 ,  
MOhlhaus ler 1 985 , Norman 1 985 , 
Oe tomo 1 986,  Schussler 1 985 
SEE Chinese d ' s ,  Chinese languages , 
Ch ' u ,  Mandarin , Mandarin Chinese , 
Miao , Miao-Yao , Singapore 
Mandar in , South China d ' s ,  Wu , Yao 
CHINESE d ' s  
Asmah 1 985 , Oe tomo 1 986 , Platt  
1 98 5 ,  Yang 1 985 
SEE Chinese , Chinese languages 
CHINESE/CHINA LANGUAGES 
Bradley 1 987 , Dob and Chaganhada 
1 987 , 
SEE Chinese , Chinese d ' s ,  Ch ' u ,  
Hakka , Hokkien ,  Mandarin , Mandarin 
Chinese , Miao , Miao-Yao , Singapore 
Mandarin , South China d ' s ,  Wu , Yao 
CHINESE (PAC IF IC ) 
T ' sou 1 983 
CHINESE PIDGIN ENGLISH 
Hosokawa 1 987 
CHIRU 
Thurgood 1 985 
CHIUTZU YING 
Thurgood 1 985 
CHOURASYA 
Thurgood 1 985 
CHRAU 
S imons 1 982 
CHRU 
S imons 1 982 
CHUNGLI 
Thurgood 1 985 
D 
DA 'A 




Thurgood 1 985 
DAFLA 
Thurgood 1 985 
DALY RIVER LANGUAGES 
Hoddino tt and Kofod 
DANJONG-KA 
Thurgood 1 985 
DAPUXI 
Thurgood 1 985 
DARMIYA 
Thurgood 1 985 
DARUMBAL 
Holmer 1 983 
DAUWA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
DAYAK 
flc 
SEE Katingan , Kenyah , Ngaju , 
Ot Danum, Penihing , Sekajang 
DE -GE 
Thurgood 1 985 
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DELI MALAY d of BAHASA INDONESIA 
Tampubolon 1 983 
DEM 
Stokho f ,  ed . 1 983 
DHlMAL 
Thurgood 1 985 
DIARI 
Trefry 1 984 
DIGARO 
Thurgood 1 98 5  
DIGUL MANDOBO 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
DIGUL MAPPI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
DIGUL AREA LANGUAGES 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
DIYARIC GROUP 
Hercus 1 987 
DJADJALA d of WERGAIA 
Hercus 1 986 
DJERAG LANGUAGES 
Capell and Coate 
DJINANG 




S imons 1 982 
DORI '0 
1 984 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
DUAU 
Lithgow 1 987 
DUKE OF YORK 
S imons 1 982 
DUMI 
Thurgood 1 985 
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DUMPAS 
King 1 984 , Smith 1 984 
DUNGMALI 
Thurgood 1 98 5  
DURI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
DUS UN-MURUT 
Smith 1 984 
DUSUNIC LANGUAGES 
Smith 1 984 
DUTCH 
Polome 1 987 
DUTCH IN AUSTRALIA 
Clyne 1 98 5 ,  Pauwels 1 985 
DYAK 
S imons 1 982 
SEE ALSO Dayak 
DYIRBAL 
Schmid t 1 985 , Simons 1 982 
E 
EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES 
SEE As ian languages 
EAST COAST BAJAU 
Smi th 1 984,  Wal ton and Moody 1 984 
EAST JAVA MALAY 
Oe tomo 1 986 
EAST MAKIAN 
Coll ins 1 982 
EAST PAPUAN PHYLUM 
Dut ton 1 981 , Laycock 1 98 1 ,  Tryon 
1981  
EAST PIRU BAY LANGUAGES 
Collins 1 983 
EAST TIMOR LANGUAGES 
Morris 1 984 
EAST UVEAN 
Rensch 1 987 
EASTERN BONTOC 
S imons 1 982 
EASTERN CHAM 
S imons 1 982 
EASTERN HUON LANGUAGES 
McElhanon 1 984 
EASTERN INDONES IAN LANGUAGES 
Dyen 1 982 , Fox 1 987 
EASTERN KADAZAN 
Hurlbut 1 987 , Smith 1 98 4 ,  
Spit zack 1 984 
EASTERN OCEANIC LANGUAGES 
Wal sh 1 982 , Rensch f/c 
EASTERN POLYNES IAN LANGUAGES 
Harlow 1 986 ,  Rensch f / c  
EASTERN SERAM LANGUAGES 
Collins 1 986 
EFATE 
Clark 1 986 
ELEMA , ELEMAN LANGUAGES 
Brown 1 9 8 5 ,  Brown 1 987 
ELPAPUTIH 
Stokhof , ed . 1 981  
SEE Samasuru-Paulohi j 
EMAE 
Clark 1 986 
EMPEO 
Thurgood 1 985 
ENDEH 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
ENEMAWIRA , TABUKAN d 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
ENGA LANGUAGES 
Davies and Comr ie 1 985 
ENGGANO 
Nothofer 1 986 , Stokho f , ed . 1 987 
ENGLISH 
Asmah 1 98 5 ,  Bavin and Shopen 1 985 , 
Capell 1 98 7 ,  Clark 1 982 , Jernudd 
1 98 7 ,  Josephs 1 984 , Munro 1 985 , 
Platt 1 985 ,  Platt 1 98 7 ,  Romaine 
1 985 
ENGLISH IN AUSTRALIA 
Bradleys 1 985 , Johnston 1 985 , 
Kaldor 1 985 ,  Rado 1 985 
EPI LANGUAGES 
Tryon 1 986 
ERAI , WETAR 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
ERAP LANGUAGES 
McElhanon 1 984 
ERIMA 
Colburn 1 984 
ERROMANGO LANGUAGES 
Lynch 1 983 , Lynch ed . 1 983 
ERWAZHAI 
Thurgood 1 985 
ETTIE 
SEE Wembi 
EUROPEAN LANGUAGES , 
SEE German , Dutch , English , Greek 
F 
FAGHANI 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
FARAUN d 
Charpent ier 1 987 
FATAKAI 
S tQkhof , ed . 1 981  
FATE 
Wal sh 1 982 
FIJIAN 
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Arms 1 986 , Harri son 1 982 , Lynch 
1 982 , Milner 1 986 ,  Muhlhausler 
1 985 , Siegel 1 987 , Wil son 1 982 , 
Wol ff 1 982 
FIJIAN LANGUAGES 
Pawley and Sayaba f/c , 
SEE Fij ian , Wayan 
F ILA 
C lark 1 982 , Simons 1 982 
F ILIPINO 
Espiritu 1 982 
F INNISH 
K8zar 1 987 
F INNO-UGRIC 
Kazar 1 987 
FLORES LANGUAGES 
Djawanai 1 983 ,  S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
SEE Endeh , Lio , Sikka , Solor 
FORDATA 
Stokhof , ed . 1 981  
FORMOSAN LANGUAGES 
Chen 1 986 ,  Dyen and Tsuchida 1 986 , 
Ferrell 1 982 , Harvey 1 982 , Li 
1 98 2 ,  Li 1 986 ,  Li 1 98 7 ,  Tsuchida 
1 983 , Wurm and Hat tori 1 983 , 
SEE Atayalic languages , Nataoran­
Amis , Paiwan , Tsou ,  Yami 
FORREST RIVER 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
FOYA 
Stokho f ,  ed . 1983 
FRENCH 
Jernudd 1 98 7 ,  Lynch 1 987 , Rensch 
1 984 , Rensch 1 986 , Thel Thong 1 985 
FUCHOW 
Court 1 985 
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FUTUNA-ANIWA 
Capel l  1 984 
FUTUNA 




Shelden 1 986 , Stokhof ,  ed . 1980 
GALO 
Thurgood 1 985 
GALUMPANG 
S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
SEE Mamuju 
GAMBERE 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
GANA 
Smi th 1 984 
GANAI 
Hercus 1 986 
(GANE (GIMAN » 
S tokhof , ed . 1 9 80 
GANGULIDA 
Holmer f/c  
GANGULU 
Holmer 1 983 
GEBE 
Stokhof , ed . 1 987 
SEE Waropen 
GEDAGED 
Ross 1 987 
GENGGARI 
Holmer 1 983 
GERMAN 
C lyne 1 987 , Josephs 1 984 , 
�uhlhausler 1 985 
GERMAN d ' s  
Clyne 1 987 
GERMAN IN AUSTRALIA 
Clyne 1 985 
GERMANIC LANGUAGES 
Capell 1 987 
GESER 
Collins 1 986 
GHANONGGA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
GHAR I 
S imons 1 982 
GILBERTESE 
Harri son 1 982 , 
SEE Kiribati 
GINAN 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
GIPPSLAND LANGUAGES 
Hercus 1 986 
GITUA 
Chowning 1 986 
GLO SKAD , GLO-SKAD 
Nagano 1 985 ,  Thurgood 1 98 5  
GOADONGSHAN 
Thurgood 1 985 
GOENG-GOENG 
Holmer 1 983 
GORENG-GORENG 
Holmer 1 983 
GORONTALO 
Noorduyn 1 982 , Stokhof ,  ed . 1984 
GORONTALO LANGUAGES 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
GREAT ANDAMANESE 
Yadav 1 985 
GREEK IN AUSTRALIA 
Smol icz and Secombe 1 985 
GUDANG 








Hercus 1 986 
GURUNG 
Thurgood 1 985  
GUWIDJ 
Capell  and Coate 1 984 
GYARUNG 
Thurgood 1 985  
H 
HAKKA 
Oe tomo 1 987 
HAKU 
Ross 1 982 
HALLAM 
Thurgood 1 98 5  
HALMAHERA LANGUAGES 
Voorhoeve 1 982 
HANAHAN 
Ross 1 982 
HANI 
Bradley 1 987 , Wheatley 1 98 5  
HARIA SAPARUA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
HARUA · 
Johnston 1 982 
HARUKU 
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S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
SEE Oma Haruku , Palauw Haruku 
HAVIK ISLAND LANGUAGE 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1 983 
HAWAIIAN 
Langdon 1 987 , Wil son 1 982 
HAWU/SAVU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
HAYU 
Thurgood 1 985  
HEBREW IN AUSTRALIA 
Klarberg 1 985  
HILL MIRI  
Thurgood 1 985  
HINDI LANGUAGES 
Barz and Diller 1 985  
HIRI MOTU 
MUhlh�usler 1 985 
HIROI-LAMGANG 




Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
HOKKIEN 
Cour t 1 985 , Oe tomo 1 987 
HOTE LANGUAGES 
McElhanon 1 984 
HS I K IANG 
Thurgood 1 985 
HS IHS IA 
Ni shida 1 985 
HUKUMINA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 9 82 
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HUMUKU-IREGE 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
HUNGARIAN 
Kazar 1 987 
IBAN 
Smith 1 984 
IDA 'AN 
I 
Banker 1 984 , Smith 1 984 
IDUNA 
S imons 1 982 
IFUGAO 
S imons 1 982 
IHAMAHU SAPARUA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
ILLANUN 
Banker 1 984 , Smith 1 984 
ILOKANO 
Re id 1 982 
IMONDA 
Seiler 1 984 , Seiler 1 985 
INDIAN OCEAN LANGUAGES 
SEE Mauritian Bho j puri 
INDO-ARYAN LANGUAGES 
Bar z and Diller 1 985 
INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES 
SEE European languages 
INDONES IAN see also BAHASA INDONES IA 
Alieva 1 983 , Car tier 1 983 , Cumming 
1 986 ,  Dardjowidjojo 1 983 , Farid 
and S imanjuntak 1 982 , Friberg f/c , 
Jas pan 1 984 ,  Kartomihardjo 1 981 , 
Kaswanti  Purwo 1 983 , Kaswanti 
Purwo 1 986 ,  Kondrashkina 1 982 , 
McCune and Azhar 1 983 , Oe tomo 
1 98 7 ,  Poedjosoedarmo 1 982 , Polome 
1 98 7 ,  Sugono 1 983 ,  Suharno 1 983 , 
Tampubolon 1 983 , Verhaar 1 983 , 
Verhe ijen 1 986 ,  Walker 1 982 , 
Wid jajakusumah 1 983 , Yeoh 1 983 
INDONES IAN LANGUAGES 
Abas 1 987 , Aichele 1 984 , Barr and 
Barr f/c , Barr f/c , Blust f /c , 
Coll ins 1 983 , Col lins 1 983 , 
Djawanai 1 983 , Foley 1 983 ,  Fox 
1 98 7 , Grimes and Grimes 1 98 7 ,  
Hardjadibrata 1 985 ,  Jaspan 1 984 , 
Kartomihardjo 1 98 1 , Kroeger f/c , 
Mar tens and Martens f/c , Mar tens 
f / c , Mar tens f / c ,  Mar tens f / c , 
Moeliono 1 986 ,  Nababan 1 981 , 
Poed josoedarmo 1 982 , She lden 1 986 , 
S irk f/c , Sneddon 1 984 ,  Soemarmo 
f / c , Stokhof 1981 , Stokhof 1 982 , 
Stokhof 1 98 7 ,  Stokhof , ed . 1 982 , 
Stokhof , ed . 1982 , Stokhof , ed . 
1 982 , Stokhof , ed . 1 982 , S tokhof , 
ed . 1 983 , Stokhof ,  ed . 1 983 , 
Stokhof , ed . 1 983 , Stokhof , ed . 
1 983 , Stokhof ,  ed . 1984 , Stokhof ,  
ed . 1 98 5 ,  S tokhof , ed . 1 986 , 
Stokho f ,  ed . 1 987 , Stokho f ,  ed . 
1 98 7 ,  S tokhof , ed . 1 98 7 ,  S tokhof , 
ed . 1 987 , Suharno 1 982 , Tampubolon 
1 983,  Verheijen 1 986 ,  Voorhoeve 
1 982 , Voorhoeve f / c , 
SEE Achine se , Al foors , Aus trones ian 
languages , Bahasa Bali , Bahasa 
Indonesia ,  Bahasa Malayu Manado , 
Bal inese , Batak , Biak , Bolang 
Mongondo , Bornean languages , 
Central Maluku languages , Chinese , 
Da ' a ,  Dyak , East Makian ,  Eastern 
Kadazan , Javanese , Kal imantan 
languages ,  Kimaragang , Kromo 
Javanese , Labuk Kadazan , Larantuka 
Malay , Makian languages , 
Manggarai , Mentu Land Dayak , 
Minangkabau , Ngaju Dayak , Ngoko 
Javanese , Nia s , Pasuruan 
languages , Ro t ine se , Sawai , Sea 
Dayak , Sulawesi languages , 
Sundane se , Tatana , Tidore , Timugon 
Murut , Toba-Batak , Toba-Batak , 
Tobaru , West Makian 
INDRAPURA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
IREGE 
SEE Humuku 
IRIAN JAYA LANGUAGES 
Jones 1 986 ,  Louwerse flc , Mar tens 
and Mar tens flc , Mar tens f l c ,  
Stokhof , ed . 1 982 , Stokhof , ed . 
1 98 7 ,  Voorhoeve 1 981  
SEE  Biak , Una 
IRIAN d of INDONES IAN 




S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
IS IRAWA 
Oguri 1 985 , Oguri 1 985 , Oguri 1 986 
ITALIAN IN AUSTRALIA 
Be t toni 1 985 
ITAWIS 
Hsu and Pe ters 1 984 
J 
JABEM 
S imons 1 982 , Streicher 1 982 
SEE Yabem 
JAB I 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
JAKARTA did ' s  of INDONES IAN 
Bawa 1 983 , Gri jns 1 982 
JAKARTA MALAY 
Gr i jns 1 982 
JAMDENA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 981 
JAPANESE 
Josephs 1 984 , Kaz�r 1 987 , Ozaki 
flc  
JAPANESE d ' s  
Uwano 1 983 
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JAPANESE IN AUSTRALIA 
Neustupny 1 985 
JAPANESE LANGUAGES 
Wurm 1 983 , Wurm and Hat tori 1 983 
JAPANESE PIDGIN ENGLISH 
Hosokawa 1 987 
JAUTEFA 
Stokhof , ed . 1 982 
JAVANESE see al so BAHASA JAWA 
Asmah 1 98 5 ,  Kartomihardjo 1 981 , 
No thofer 1 982 , Oetomo 1 987 , 
Poedjosoedarmo 1 982 , Ramelan 1 982 , 
S imons 1 982 , Soedjarwo 1 983 , 
Soemarmo flc , Suharno 1 982 , Sutomo 
1 982 , Uhlenbeck 1 983 , Wol ff 1 982 , 
Yal lop 1 982 
JAVANESE LANGUAGES 
Foley 1 983 
JAWDJIBARA 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
JIASHANZHAI 
Thurgood 1 985 
JINGHPAW 
Thurgood 1 985 
JINUO 
Bradley 1 987 
JIREL 
Thurgood 1 985 
JOTA CHAI 
Thurgood 1 985 
JUALRAI 
Holmer 1 983 
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K 'ANG TING 
Thurgood 1 985 
KABARDI 
Knobloch 1 987 
KAB I-KAB I 
Holmer 1 983 
KABOLA 
Stokhof 1 987 
KABUl 
Thurgood 1 985 
KACCHI 
Glover 1 987 
KADA TORAJA 
Stokhof , ed . 1 984 
KADAI 
Gedney 1 985 , Stokhof ,  ed . 1980 , 
Stokhof , ed . 1 984 
KADAZAN 
Smith 1 984 
KADAZAN/DUSUN 
Bankers 1 984 
KAFE 
Stokhof , ed . 1 983 
KAGATE 
Thurgood 1 985 
KAHUA 
Simons 1 982 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 
KAIDIPANG 
S tokho f , ed . 1 984 
KAIRIRU 
S imons 1 982 
KAJANG 
Stokhof , ed . 1 987 
KALA LAGAW , KALA LAGAW YA 
O ' Grady 1 98 7 ,  Kennedy 1 984 ,  
Shnukal f / c  
KALABAKAN MURUT 
Smith 1 984 
KALIMANTAN LANGUAGES 
S tokhof , ed . 1 986 
SEE Mentu Land Dayak 
KALKATUNGU 
Blake 1 98 7 ,  Thurgood 1 985 
KAMBANG 
Stokhof , ed . 1 987 
KANAKA ENGLISH IN QUEENSLAND 
Muhlhausler 1 985 
KANASHI 
Thurgood 1 985 
KANAURI 




S imons 1 982 
KANTYU 
Holmer 1 987 
KANTZE 
Thurgood 1 985 
KAOH 
Stokhof , ed . 1 982 
KAPAUKU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
KAPINGAMARANGI 
Hsu and Peters 1 984 
KAREN 
Hender son 1 98 5 ,  Mazaudon 1985 , 
Thurgood 1 985 
KARO-BATAK 
S imons 1 982 
SEE Batak 
KARON PANTAI 
Stokhof and Flassy 1 985 
KARONDORI 
S tokhof and Flassy 1 985 
KATINGAN DA YAK 
S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
KATU 
S imons 1 982 
KAUER 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
KAYAN 
Revel-Macdonald 1 982 
KAYELI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
KAYELI BURU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
KAYTEJ 
Koch 1 983 
KAZUKURU 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
KEBAR 
Miedema and Wel l ing 1 985 
KEI 
S tokhof , ed . 1981 
KENDARI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 985 
SEE Baj o ,  Tolelaki , Wawoni 
KENGAU DUSUN 
Smi t h  1 984 
KE NYAH , KENYAH DAYAK 
Revel-Macdonald 1 982 , S tokhof , ed . 
1 986 
(KEPULAUAN BANGAI> 
S tokhof , ed . 1987 
KERINC I 
Asmah 1 985 
KEWA 
S imons 1 982 
KEZHAMA 
Thurgood 1 98 5  
KHALING 
Thurgood 1 985 
KHAM 
Thurgood 1 985 
KHAMBU 
Thurgood 1 985 
KHANGOI 
Thurgood 1 985 
KHMER 
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Thel Thong 1 985 
KHMU 
Premsrirat 1 987 , Premsr irat 1 98 7  
KHOIRAO 
Thurgood 1 985 
KIA 
S imons 1 982 
KlMARAGANG 
Kroeger f/c , Kroeger f / c  
KIMBE LANGUAGES 




Thurgood 1 985 
KIRIBAT I ,  KIRIBATESE 
Groves e t  al 1 98 5 ,  Harr i son 1 98 4 ,  
Jacobs 1 984 




Stokhof and Flassy 1985 
KOIWAI 
Walker 1 982 
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KOKO-YALANDJI 
Holmer f l c  
KOKOTA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
KOLOD 
Smith 1 984 
KOLREN 
Thurgood 1 985 
KOM 
Thurgood 1 985 
KOSRAEAN see also KUS IAEAN 
Good flc , Lee and Wan 1 984 
KOTA BELUD DUSUN 
Smith 1 984 
KOTABUMI d of LAMPONG 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
KOTA KINABALU KADAZAN 
Smi th 1 984 
KOVE 
Chowning 1 983 , Chowning 1 986 
KOWA 
S tokhof , ed . 1981 
KRIOL 
Har r i s  and Sandefur 1 98 5 ,  Harr i s  
1 986 ,  Hudson 1 983 ,  Rumsey 1 983 , 
Sandefur 1 985 , Sharpe 1 985 
KRISTANG (MALACCA CREOLE PORTUGUESE ) 
Baxter 1 983 , Baxter f l c  
KROMO JAVANESE 
Oe tomo 1 987 
KRUI 
SEE Lampong 
KUALA MONSOK DUSUN 
Smith 1 984 
KUIJAU 
Smith 1 984 , Spi t zack 1 984 
KUKI 
Thurgood 1 985 
KULUNGE 
Thurgood 1 985 
KUNIBIDJI 
McKay 1 983 ,  




Heath 1 987 
KURADA 
Li thgow 1 987 
KUSAGHE 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
KUSAIEAN see also KOSRAEAN 
Good f l c , Hsu and Peters 1 984 
KUTE I 
SEE We s t  Kutei 
KWAI 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
KWAIO 
Kee s ing 1 98 5 ,  Keesing 1 985 , 
Kee s ing 1 98 7 ,  Tryon and Hackman 
1983 
KWAMERA 
Lind strom 1 986 , Lynch 1 986 
KWARA 'AE 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
KWERBA 
S imons 1 982 
KWIME 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
KWOIRENG 
Thurgood 1 985 
LABU 




S imons 1 982 
LADAKH I 
L 
Thurgood 1 985 
LAGANYAN 
S tokhof and Flazsy 1 985 
LAGHU 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
LAGOON TRUKESE 
Jackson 1 984 
LAHU 
Brad ley 1 98 7 ,  Wheatley 1 985 
LAI 
Thurgood 1 985 
LAIMU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 981  
LAKALAI 






Thurgood 1 985 
LAMPONG 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
SEE Kotabumi d 
LANGALANGA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
LANGRONG 
Thurgood 1 985 
LAPP 
, 
Ka zar 1 987 
LARAGIA 
Capel l  1 984 
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LARANTUKA MALAY 
Kumanireng 1 982 
LARDIL 
Hale 1 983 
LATIN 
Mublhausler 1 985 
LATINGAN DA YAK 
S tokhof , ed . 1 986 
LATVIAN IN AUSTRALIA 
Smolicz and Sec ombe 1 985 
LAU 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
LAVONGAI 
Beaumont f / c , Donaldson f / c , 
Stamm f / c  
LAVUKALEVE 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
LAYOLO 
S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
LAZEMI 
Thurgood 1 98 5  
LEKON 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
LE NAKEL 
Lynch 1 986 
LENGO 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
LE PCHA 
Thurgood 1 985 
LESSER SUNDA ISLANDS LANGUAGES 
Fox and Wurm 1 983 , S tokhof , ed . 
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1 983 
LETI 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1981 
LETZEBUERGESCH 
Clyne 1 987 
LEWO 
Tryon 1 986 
LHANIMA 
Blake 1 987 
LHASA TIBETAN 
Thurgood 1 985 
LHOKE 
Thurgood 1 985 
LHOMI 
Thurgood 1 985 
LHOTA 
Thurgood 1 985 
LIMA 
S tokhof , ed . 1981  
LIMBOTO 
S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
LIMBU 




Smi th 1 984 
LINNGITHIG 
Hale 1 983 
LIO 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1 983 
LIP ' ING 
Thurgood 1 985 
LIRUNG 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
LISU 
Bradley 1 987 , Wheatley 1 985 
LOBU 
Smith 1 984 
LODA 
Stokho f ,  ed . 1 980 
LOHORONG 
Thurgood 1 985 
LOLO-BURMESE 
Egerod 1 985 
LOLO 
Ni shida 1 985 , Wheatley 1 985 
LOMBOK 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
SEE Sasak , Sakra 
LONGGU 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
LONGXI 
Thurgood 1 985 
LOPU CHAI 




Banker 1 984 , Smith 1 984 
LOYALTY ISLANDS LANGUAGES 
Moyse-Faurie and Ozanne-Rivierre 
1 983 
LUANGIUA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
LUE 
Hartmann 1 984 
LULUYIA 
Es piritu 1 982 
LUNDAYEH 
Moody 1 984 , Smi th 1 984 
LUNGGA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
LUNGTU 
Court 1 985 
LUOBA 
Thurgood 1 985 
LUSHA1 
Lehman 1 985 
LUSHE 1 
Thurgood 1 985 
LUS 1 
Thurs ton 1 982 
LUXEMBOURG GERMAN 
Clyne 1 987 
M 
MA 
Thurgood 1 985 
MAANYAN 
S tokhof , ed . 1 986 
MABA 




Wurm 1 981 , Z ' graggen 1 987 
MADIMADI 
Hercus 1 986 
MADOLE 
S tokhof , ed . 1 980 
MADURA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
SEE Kambang 
MAFOR 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
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MAGOR1 
Dut ton 1 982 
MAIl 
Tryon 1 986 
MA1LUAN LANGUAGES 
Dut ton 1 982 
MA1S1N 
Ross 1 984 
MA1TH1L1 
Bar z and Diller 1 985 
MAJENE 
Stokhof , ed . 1 985 
MAKALE 
S tokhof , ed . 1 984 




Stokhof , ed . 1984 , Stokho f ,  ed . 
1987 
MAK1AN LANGUAGES 
Voorhoeve 1 982 
MALACCA CREOLE PORTUGUESE 
Baxter f / c  
MALAGASY 
Dahl 1 986 , S imons 1 982 , Wol ff 1 982 
MALA1TAN LANGUAGES 
S iegel 1 986 , S imons 1 982 , S imons 
1 986 
MALAN GO 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
MALAY 
Ajamiseba 1983 , Al ieva 1 983 , Asmah 
1 98 5 ,  Cumming 1 986 , Farid and 
S iman juntak 1 982 , Fox 1 982 , 
Kondrashkina 1 982 , Kumanireng 
1 982 , Moe 1 iono 1 987 , Kuhlhaus ler 
1 98 5 ,  Oe tomo 1 98 7 ,  Platt 1 985 , 
Poed josoedarmo 1 982 , Ruj ia t i  
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Mulyadi 1 983 , Seiler 1 98 5 ,  Simons 
1 982 , Stokhof , ed . 1987 , Walker 
1 982 , Wolff 1 982 
SEE Minangkabau , Riau Malay , Ulu 
Malay 
MALA Y LANGUAGES 
SEE Indones ian 
MALAY-BASED PIDGINS 
Hosokawa 1 987 
MALAY-INDONES IAN 
Oetomo 1 98 7  
MALAYIC LANGUAGES 
Moody 1 984 , Smith 1 984 
MALAYO-JAVANIC LANGUAGES 
Oglobl in 1 986 
MALAYS IAN LANGUAGES 
Benj amin 1 983 
SEE Sabah languages 
MALAY TALK 
Ho sokawa 1 987 
MALUKU LANGUAGES 
Collins and Voorhoeve 1 983 , 
Coll ins 1 983 
SEE ALSO Moluccas languages 
MAMBERAMO 
SEE Havik Island 
MAMUJU 
Stokho f ,  ed . 1984 , Stokho f ,  ed . 
1 98 7  
MANANDJALI 
Holmer 1 983 
MANCHATI 
Thurgood 1 985 
MANDA IL ING 
SEE Batak 
MANDAR 
Stokhof , ed . 1 985 
SEE Majene 
MANDARIN, MANDARIN CHINESE 
Hashimoto 1 985 , Li and Thompson 
1 985 
SEE ALSO Chinese 
. MANE 0 
S tokhof , ed . 1 981 
MANGARAYI 
Heath 1 987 
MANGAREVA 
Rensch f / c  
MANGGARAI 
Verhei j en 1 982 
MANNA 
SEE Serawei d 
MANTANG 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
MANUKU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
MANUS PROVINCE LANGUAGES 
Schooling f/c 
MANUSELA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 981 
MAORI 
Harlow 1 98 6 ,  Hsu and Peters 1 984 , 
Simons 1 982 
MAPIA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
MARA 
Heath 1 987 
MARAE 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
MARAM 
Thurgood 1 985 
MARANAO 
Hsu and Pe ters 1 984 
MARGANJ 
Holmer 1 983 
MARING 
Thurgood 1 985 
MARINGE 
S imons 1 982 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 
MARKHAM FAMILY LANGUAGES 
Hol zknecht 1 987 
MAROVO 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
MARQUESAN, MARQUESAN d ' s  
Rensch f / c , Tryon 1 987 
MARSRALLESE 
Bender 1 984 , Hsu and Peters 1 984 
MARTAPURA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 986 
MASARETE 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 , Stokhof , ed . 
1 987 
MAS IWANG 
Collins 1 986 
MATAN , UPPER MATAN 
Stokhof , ed . 1986 
MATANA 
SEE To Padoe 
MATANA ' I  
SEE Bentik 
MATBAT 
S tokho f and Flassy 1 985 
MATRA 
Zorc 1 983 
MATUKAR 
Ross 1 987 
MAURITIAN BHOJPURI 
Baker and Ramnah 1 98 5  
MAYA 
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and Hackman 1 983 
and Hackman 1 983 
and Hackman 1 983 
and Hackman 1 983 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
MBWENELANG d 
Charpentier 1 987 
MEAX 
Miedema and Wel l ing 1 98 5  
MEITHE I 
Thurgood 1 985 
MEKONGGA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 985 
MELANES IAN PIDGIN ENGLISH 
S imons 1 985 
SEE ALSO B i s lama , Pi j in ,  Solomon 
Is lands P i j in ,  Tok Pi s in 
MELANES IAN LANGUAGES 
Chowning 1 98 5 ,  Clark 1 986 , Lynch , 
ed . 1982 , Kuhlhausler 1 985 , 
Rivierre 1 981 Ros s  flc , School ing 
f l c ,  Tryon 1 987 , Wurm and Hat to r i  
1 981 , Wurm 1 981 
SEE Anejom ,  Malaitan ,  Southeast 
Solomonic languages , South-wes t  
Tanna , Tikopia Tol o ,  Yuanga 
MELAWI 
SEE Ulu Malay 
MELE -F ILA 
Clark 1 982 , Clark 1 986 
MENTAWAI 
Notho fer 1 986 , Stokhof , ed . 1 987 
MENYA 
Whi tehead flc  
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MER MIN CHINESE 
Holmer f/c 
MERAMERA 
Johns ton 1 982 
MERIAM MIR 
McConvell , Day and Black 1 983 , 
Shnukal 1 98 5 ,  Shnukal f/c 
MEYBRAT 
S t okhof and F1assy 1985 
MHAR 
Thurgood 1 985 
MIAO 
Ballard 1 985 
MIAO-YAO 
Ballard 1 985 
MICRONES IAN LANGUAGES 
Bender 1 984 , Flora 1 984 , Good f / c , 
Harrison and Jackson 1 984 , 
Harri son 1 984 , Harri son 1 984 , Hsu 
and Peters 1 984 , Jackson 1984 , 
Jackson 1 984 , Jackson 1 98 6 ,  Jacobs 
1 984 , Jacobs 1 984 , Jensen 1 984 , 
Josephs 1 984 , Josephs 1 984 , Lee 
and Wang 1 984 , Lincoln 1 981 , Rehg 
1 984 , Rehg 1 984 , Sohn and Bender 
1 984 , Sohn 1984 , Tawerilmang and 
Sohn 1 984 , Wurm and Ha t tori 1 981 , 
Wurm 1 98 1  
SEE Kapingamarangi , Ko sraean , 
Mar shal lese , Mokilese , Nukuoro , 
Palauan , Pingilape se ,  Ponapean , 
Pulapese , Puluwat , Saipan 
Carol inian , Trukic , Ulithian , 
Woleaian etc 
MICRONES IAN LINGUISTICS 
Bender , ed . 1 984 
MIJU 
Thurgood 1 985 
MIKIR 
Thurgood 1 985 
MILNE BAY PROVINCE LANGUAGES 
Dutton 1 981 
Court 1 985 
MINANGKABAU 
Stokhof , ed . 1 987 
SEE ALSO Bahasa Minangkabau 
MINOR BEIS MONGOLIAN 
Dob and Chaganhada 1 987 
MIRI 
Thurgood 1 985 
MIS lMA 





Revel-Macdonald 1 982 
S t okhof and Flassy 1 985 , Stokhof , 
ed . 1983 
MOKILESE 
Harr ison 1 984 , Harr ison 1 984 , Hsu 
and Pe ters 1 984 
MOKKO-MOKKO d of BENGKULU 
Stokhof , ed . 1 987 
MOLUCCAN/MOLUCCAS LANGUAGES 
Col l ins and Voorhoeve 1 983 , 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 , S tokhof , ed . 
1 982 
SEE ALSO Maluku languages 
MOM UNA 
Reimer 1 986 
MON-BURMESE 




Junast 1 987 
MONGOLIAN d ' s  
Dob and Chaganhada 1 987 
MONGSEN 
Thurgood 1 985 
MONO-ALU see al so MONO 
Fagan 1 98 6 ,  Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
MONO 
Ros s  1 982 
MOOI 
S tokhof and Flassy 1 985 
MORI 
Stokho f , ed . 1 98 5  
MOROBE PROVINCE LANGUAGES 
McElhanon 1 984 , Smith 1 986 , Smith 
f / c , Wurm and Dutton 1 981 
MORTLOCKESE 
Jackson 1 984 
MOSO 
Ni shida 1 985 
MOTA 
Bwakolo 1 987 
MOTLAV 
Simons 1 982 
MOTUAN 
SEE Pol ice Motu 
MOULMEIN S GAW 
Thurgood 1 985 
MOUNTAIN ARAPESH 
Conrad and Wogiga f/c 
MOVE d of YAGARIA 
Renck 1 987  
MUDIH 
SEE Malay 
MUMENG d ' s  
Adams and Lauck 1 985 
MUNA 
Stokho f , ed . 198 5  
MUNUMBURU 
LANGUAGES INDEX 8 3  
Capell and Coate 1 984 
MUOTUO MONPA 
Thurgood 1 985 
MUR IK 
Abbot t  1 985 
MURUT 
Spitzack 1 984 
MURUTIC LANGUAGES 
Smi th 1 984 
MUSSAU 
Blust 1 984 
MUSTANG TIBETAN 
Nagano 1 985 
MUYU 
S imons 1 982 , Stokho f , ed . 1 982 
N 
NABAY 
Smi th 1 984 
NAGA 
Thurgood 1 985 
NAGPURI 
Bar z and Diller 1 986 
NAKANAI 
Johnston 1 982 , Simons 1 982 
NALAHIA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
NAMAKURA 
Clark 1 986 
NANGGU 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
NARINARI 
Hercus 1 986 
NASAL 
84 LANGUAGES INDEX 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
NATAORAN-AMIS 
Chen 1 986 
NATCHERENG 
Thurgood 1 985 
NAURUAN 
Jackson 1 986 
NAVAJO 
P i t tman 1 987 
NDANI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
NDAONESE 
Fox 1 987 
, 
NDJEBBANA 
McKay 1 983 , McKay 1 984 , McKay 1 984 
SEE Kunibidj i  
NDUKE 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
NEBILYER d of HAGEN 
Merlan and Rumsey 1 986 
NEHAN 
Ros s  1 982 
NEMBAO (AMBA ) 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
NEMBI 
Tipton 1 982 
NEW BRITAIN LANGUAGES 
Laycock 1 981 , Thur s ton 1 987 
NEW CALEDONIA LANGUAGES 
Moyse-Faurie and Ozanne-Rivierre 




Platt 1 987 
NEW GUINEA LANGUAGES 
Brown 1 986,  Chowning 1 987 , Coll ier 
and Greger son 1 985 , Conrad and 
Lewis flc , Conrad and Wogiga f l c , 
Davies and Comrie 1 985 , Dut ton 
1 985 , Dut ton f l c ,  Fagan 1 986 , 
Feldman 1 986 , Hol zknecht 1 987 , 
Hooley 1 987 , Jones 1 98 6 ,  Jones 
1986 , Laycock 1 981 , Laycock 1 981 , 
Lithgow 1 987 , Mar t in 1 986 , 
McElhanon 1 984 , McGregor 1 982 , 
McGregor 1 982 , Merlan and Rumsey 
1 986 , Miedema and Wel l ing 1 98 5 , 
Mo sel 1 984 , Muhlhausler 1 98 5 ,  
Ogur i 1 985 , Ogur i 1 986 , Phinnemore 
1 98 5 ,  Reimer 1 98 6 ,  Renck 1 98 7 , 
Ross 1 984 , Ross f l c , School ing 
flc , Scorza 1 98 5 ,  Seiler 1 984 , 
Seiler 1 98 5 , Siegel 1 98 7 , Smith 
flc , S tokhof and Flassy 1 98 5 ,  
Stokho f ,  ed . 1 982 , Stokho f ,  ed . 
1 98 3 ,  S tokhof , ed . 1 987 , Stre icher 
1 982 , Swan and Lewi s 1987 , 
Thurs ton 1 982 , Thurston 1 987 , 
Tipton 1 982 , Tomas e t t i  1 98 7 ,  
Voorhoeve and Wurm 1 981 , Voorhoeve 
1 981 , Voorhoeve 1 981 , Voorhoeve 
1 98 7 ,  Whi tehead flc , Wurm 1 981 , 
Wurm and Baumann f l c ,  Wurm and 
Dutton 1 981 , Wurm and Hattori 
1 981 , Wurm and Muhlhaus ler 1 985 , 
Wurm, Voorhoeve , Laycock 1 981 , 
Wurm 1 985 , Z ' graggen 1 987 
SEE Au , Amberbaken , Aramo , Arfu , 
Biak , Buang , Bukiyip , Dobu , Duke 
of York , Enga , Er ima , Humuku , 
Iduna , Imonda , Isirawa , Jabem , 
Ka iriru , Karon Pantai , Karondori , 
Kebar , Klabra , Kove , Lab u ,  
Laganyan , Lakalai , Mai s in ,  Matbat , 
Maya , Meax , Meybrat , Mi sima , Moi ,  
Mono , Mono-Alu , Mooi , Mountain 
Arape sh , Mumeng , Murik , Mus sau , 
Muyuw , Nakanai , New Britain 
languages , New Guinea Oceanic , 
Nor-Pondo , Nufoors , Ogit , 010 , 
Ono , Orokolo , Papuan languages , 
Patep , Pinai , Seget , Sengseng , 
Serui , Siro i , Suau , Suena , 
Sursurunga , Tabla , Tawala , Tehit , 
Toaripi , Tok Pisin , Wagawaga ,  
Wiyaw , Yabem, Yamalele etc 
Abbot t  1 985 , Adams and Lauck 1 985 , NEW GUINEA MAINLAND LANGUAGES 
MUhlhHus ler 1 985 
NEW GUINEA OCEANIC 
Brad shaw 1 985 , Johnston 1 982 
NEW GUINEA PIDGIN 
SEE Tok Pisin 
NEW HEBRIDES 
SEE Tok Pi s in 
NEW HEBRIDES LANGUAGES 
Guy 1 982 , Tryon 1 987 
SEE ALSO Vanuatu languages 
NEW IRELAND LANGUAGES 
Laycock 1 981 
NEW ZEALAND MAORI 
Wilson 1 982 
NEWARI 
Thurgood 1 985 
NGADHA 
Djawanai 1 983 
NGAJU DAYAK 
S tokhof , ed . 1 98 6 ,  Usop 1 982 , 
Wol ff 1 982 
NGALAKAN 
Heath 1 987 , Mer 1an 1 983 
NGANDI 




Hoddino t t  and Kofod f/c 
NGARIGU 
Hercus and Mathews 1 986 
NGARINJIN 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
NGARLUMA 
Hale 1 983 
NGAWUN 
Holmer 1 983 
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NGEUMBA 
Donald son 1 98 7  
NGGAO 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
NGGELA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
NGIYAMBAA, NGIYAMPAA 
Donald son 1 98 7 , O 'Grady 1 987 
NGOKO JAVANESE 
Oe tomo 1 987 
NGUNA 
Walsh 1 982 
NIALA 
NIAS 
S tokhof , ed . 1 981 
Nothofer 1 986 , Simons 1 982 , 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
NICOBAR ISLANDS LANGUAGES 
Bradley 1 98 3 ,  Simons 1 982 
NICOBARESE 
Adams f/c 
SEE ALSO Nicobar Is land s languages 
NISHI 
Thurgood 1 985 
NIUEAN 
Levin and Mas sam 1 986 
NIUSHANZHAI 
Thurgood 1 985 
NOCTE 
Thurgood 1 985 
NON-AUSTRONES IAN LANGUAGES 
Colburn 1 984 , Dut ton 1 982 , Renck 
1 987 , Ross 1 98 7 ,  S tokho f 1 987 , 
Voorhoeve 1 982 and others 
SEE New Guinea languages , Irian 
Jaya languages , Papuan languages 
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NOR-PONDO 
Abbo t t  1 985 
NORTH HALMAHERA LANGUAGES 
Voorhoeve 1 982 
NORTH HALMAHERAN STOCK 
Voorhoeve flc  
NORTH MALAITA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
NORTH TANNA 
Lynch 1 986 
NORTH VANUATU LANGUAGES 
Clark 1 985 
NORTH-EASTERN IRIAN JAYA LANGUAGES 
Voorhoeve 1981 
NORTHERN CHIN 
Thurgood 1 985 
NORTHERN CHINESE 
Court 1 985 
NORTHERN KIMBERLEY LANGUAGES 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
NORTHERN PROVINCE LANGUAGES 
Dut ton 1 98 1  
NORTH-WEST SOLOMONIC LANGUAGES 
Ross 1 986 
NORTH-WEST d of MAR QUE SAN 
Tryon 1 987  
NTENYI 
Thurgood 1 985 
NUAULU 
SEE Fa takai 
NUCLEAR POLYNES IAN 
Rensch 1 987  
NUFOORS 
S imons 1 982 
SEE ALSO Numfo r 
NUKUORO 
Hooper 1 98 6 ,  Hsu and Pe ters 1 984 
NUMFOR ,  NUMFOOR 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
SEE ALS O Nufoors 
NUNAGAL 
Holmer 1 983 
NUNGGUBUYU 
Heath 1 987 
NUNGISH 
Thurgood 1 985 
NUSA LAUT 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
SEE Abubu Nusa Laut , Nalahia Nusa 
Laut 
NUSA TENGGARA LANGUAGES 






Brandenstein 1 987 
NZONG 
Thurgood 1 985 
o 
OCEANIC 
Brad shaw 198 5 ,  Good f l c ,  Grace 
1 98 5 ,  Grace 1 98 6 ,  Halim et al eds 
1 982 , Lichtenberk 1 985 , Lynch 
1 982 , Ross 1 982 , Ross 1 98 6 ,  Ro s s  
f l c , Wil son 1 982 
SEE New Guinea Oceanic , 
Micronesian , Pac ific languages , 
Polynes ian languages 
OGIT 
S tokhof and Flassy 1 985 
OIRAT d of MONGOLIAN 
Dob and Chaganhada 1 987 
OKINAWAN d ' s  
Tasato Uem and Naka 1 983 
OLD CHINESE 
Baxter 1 98 5 ,  Bodman 1 98 5 ,  Mei 
1 985 
OLD ENGLISH 
Capel l  1 98 7  
OLD JAVANESE 
Uhlenbeck 1 98 7 , Wol ff 1 982 
OLO 
'McGregor 1 982 
OMA HARUKU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
ONO 
Phinnemore 1 985 
ORANG UTAN/ORANG DARAT 
S tokhof , ed . 198 7  
ORANG TAMBUS 
S tokhof , ed . 198 7  
OROHA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
OROKAIVA 
S imons 1 982 
OR OKO LO 
Brown 1 986 , Brown 1 987 
OS ING d of INDONES IAN 
Sugono 1 983 
OT DANUM DAYAK 
S tokho f , ed . 1986 
OUMA 
Dut ton 1 982 
OUW SAPARUA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
OWA 
S imons 1 982 
PAAMESE 
P 
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Crowley 1 982 , Crowley 1 983 
PAANGKHUA 
L�ffler 1 985 
PAC IF IC LANGUAGES 
Blust 1 987 , Dutton 1 98 7 ,  Geraghty 
1 986 , Geraght y ,  Carring ton and 
Wurm , eds 1 98 6 ,  Groves et al 1 98 5 ,  
Hal i m ,  Carr ing ton and Wurm , ed s 
1 982 , Pawley and Sayaba fie , 
S chooling f i e , Tryon 1 987 , Wil son 
1 982 , Wurm and Baumann fie , Wurm 
1 983 , Wurm and Hat tori 1 98 1  
S E E  A N  languages ,  Bislama , F i j ian ,  
Kosraean , Loyal ty Is land s 
l anguages , Malai tan languages , 
Maori , Mel anesian languages , 
Mele-F ila , New Caledonia 
languages , Niuean , Nukuoro , 
Oceanic , Paame se , Pac i f ic pidg ins , 
Palauan , Penrhyn , Polynesian 
languages , Samo i c-Outl ier 
languages , Santa Cruz , Tahi tian , 
Tanna languages ,  Tokelauan , 
Tuvaluan , Vanuatu languages , 
Wayan , Yuanga 
PAC IF IC PIDGIN ENGLISH 
MUhlhaus ler 1 985 , Shnukal 1 98 5  
PAC IF IC PIDGINS 
Munlhausler 1 985 
PADAM 




Smith 1 984 
PAGU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 980 
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PARR I PAPUA 
Thurgood 1 985 
PAITANIC LANGUAGES 
King 1 984 , Smith 1 984 
PAITE 
Thurgood 1 985 
PAIWAN 
Ferrell 1 982 , Ferrell 1 983 
PAKEWA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
PAKPAK BATAK 
S tokhof , ed . 1 985 
PALAUAN 
Flora 1 984 , Georgopoulos 1 986 , Hsu 
and Peters 1 984 , Josephs 1 984 , 
Josephs 1 984 
PALAWAN 
Revel-Macdonald 1 982 
PALOPO 
SEE Kada Toraja 
PALU 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1 984 
PALUAN 
Smith 1 984 
PAMA-NYUNGAN LANGUAGES 
Blake 1 98 7 ,  O ' Grady 1 98 7 ,  Walsh 
1 98 1  
PANGGUMU d 




Thurgood 1 985 
PAPAR 
Dunn 1 984 , Smith 1 984 
PAPIA KRISTANG 
SEE Kristang 
SEE Berrik Papua 
PAPUAN LANGUAGES 
Brown 1 98 6 ,  Chowning 1 987 , Conrad 
and Lewi s f / c , Conrad and Wog iga 
f/c , Dutton 1 981 , Feldman 1 986 , 
Jones 1 986 , Jones 1 986 , Laycock 
1 981 , Louwerse f/c , Mar t in 1 98 6 ,  
McElhanon 1 984 , McElhanon 1 98 7 , 
Merlan and Rumsey 1 986 , Oguri 
1 986 , Reimer 1 986 , Seiler 1 986 , 
Shelden 1 98 6 ,  Smi th f/c , S tokhof 
and Flassy 1 985 , Stokho f ,  ed . 
1 982 , S tokhof , ed . 1 982 , S tokhof , 
ed . 1 983 , Tipton 1 982 , Voorhoeve 
1 98 1 , Voorhoeve 1 987 , Whi tehead 
f / c ,  Wurm and Dut ton 1 98 1 , Wurm 
and Hat tori 1 98 1 , Wurm, Voorhoeve , 
Laycock 1 981 , Wurm 1 981 , Wurm 1 981 
SEE Amberbaken , Aramo , Arf u ,  Au , 
Biak , Bukiyi p ,  Enga , Havik Is land , 
I s irawa , Karon Pantai , Karondori , 
Kebar , Klabra , Laganyan , Matbat , 
Maya , Meax , Meybrat , Moi , Mooi , 
Mountain Arapesh , Mumeng , Murik , 
New Guinea l anguages ,  Nor-Pondo , 
Ogit , Ono , Orokolo , Pinai , Seget , 
Tabla , Tehit , Toaripi , Una , Wiyaw 
PARKARI 
Glover 1 987 
PARONGGO 
SEE Kapauku 
PASEMAH d of BENGKULU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
PASURUAN LANGUAGES 
Oe tomo 1 987 
PATANI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 980 
PATEP 
Simons 1 982 
PATUWAN 




PA ' UMOTU 
Rensch f / c  
PAYAKUMBU 
SEE Malay 
PEARLING LUGGER PIDGIN 
Hosokawa 1 987 
PEKING CHINESE 
Court 1 985 
PELAUW HARUKU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
PEMILAAN DUSUN 
Smith 1 984 
PENAMPANG KADAZAN 
Kroeger 1 986 
PENIHING DAYAK 
S tokhof , ed . 1 986 
PE NRHYN 
Graefe and Graefe 1 986 
PERANAKAN CHINESE INDONES IAN 
Kartomihard jo 1 981 , Oe tomo 1 987 
PESECHEM 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
PETATS 
Ross 1 982 
PHADANG 
Thurgood 1 985 
PHILIPPINE/PHILIPPINES LANGUAGES 
De Guzman 1 98 6 ,  Gonzalez 1 987 , 
McFarland and Wurm 1 983 , McFarland 
1 983 , S taro s ta ,  Pawley and Re id 
1 982 , Stokho f ,  ed . 1 983 , Wouk 
1 98 6 ,  Wurm and Hat tori 1 983 , Zorc 
1 986 , Zorc 1 987 , 
SEE Bol inao , Central S inama , 
Chavacano , Eas tern Bontoc , Ifugao , 
Kankanaey , Tagalog 
PIDGIN ENGLISH 
Harris 1 986 
SEE Pidgins and creoles , Tok Pisin 
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PIDGIN GERMAN OF KIAUTSCHOU 
MUhlhaus ler 1 983 
PIDGIN LANGUAGES 
Wurm , Dut ton , Tryon , Laycock and 
Wal sh 1 981 
SEE Pidg ins and creoles 
PIDGINS AND CREOLES 
Baker and Ramnah 1 98 5 ,  Jourdan 
1 98 5 , Keesing 1 98 5 , McConvel1 
1 98 5 ,  Mosel 1 984 , Mos e l  1 984 , 
MUhlhaus ler 1 985 , Munro 1 985 , 
Romaine 1 985 , Shnukal f / c  
SEE Aborig inal English , Aus t r al ian 
Abor ig inal Creole , Aus tral ian 
Pidg in , Bazaar Malay , Bislama , 
Broken , Kanaka Eng l i sh , Kanaka 
Engl ish in Queensland , Kriol , 
Kri s tang , Maurit ian Bhojpur i , 
Melanesian Pidgin English , Paci f i c  
Pidgin Eng l i sh , Pac i fic Pidg ins , 
Pidgin German , Pi j in ,  Solomon 
I slands P i j in ,  Solomons P i j in ,  Tok 
Pisin , Torres Strait Creole 
PIDGINS AND CREOLES , AUSTRALIA 
Har r i s  1 986 , Hudson 1 98 3 ,  Rumsey 
1 983 , Sandefur 1 985 , Seiler 1 985 , 
Sharpe 1 985 , Shnukal 1 985 , Shnukal 
f / c  
PIDGINS AND CREOLES , CHINA 
Muh1hausler 1 983 
PIDGINS AND CREOLES , PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
Carr ing ton 1 983 , Chowning 1 983 , 
MUhlhaus ler 1 983 , Siegel 1 983 , 
S imons 1 98 3 ,  Wurm and Hat tori 1 981 
SEE New Guinea Pidgin , Tok Pi s in 
PIDGINS AND CREOLES , SOLOMONS 
Jourdan 1 985 , Kee s ing 1 985 , 
S imons 1 983 
SEE Pi j in ,  Solomon I slands P i j in 
PIDGINS AND CREOLES , SOUTH-EAST AS IA 
Baxter 1 983 , S imons 1 985 
PIJIN 
Jourdan 1 985 , Keesing 1 985 , 
Kees ing 1 987 , S imons 1 985 
SEE Solomon Is land s Pi j in 
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PlLANTONG KADAZAN 
Smith 1 984 
PILENI 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
PINAl 
Davies and Comrie 1 985 
PINGlLAPESE 
Good f l c  
PIRU 
S tokho f , ed . 1982 
PITTA-PITTA 
Blake 1 987 , Hercus 1 987 
POLICE MOTU 
Dut ton 1 986 , Dut ton flc  
POLISH IN AUSTRALIA 
Smo l icz and Secombe 1 985 
POLYNES IAN LANGUAGES 
Blust 1 987 , Capell 1 984 , Elbert 
1 987 , Graefe 1986 , Harlow 1 98 6 ,  
Hooper 1 98 6 ,  Lincoln 1 981 , 
Lind strom 1 986 , Rensch 1 984 , 
Rensch 1 98 6 ,  Rensch flc , S i egel 
1 98 7 , Tchekhoff 1982 , Tryon 1 987 , 
Wil son 1 982 , Wurm and Ha t tori 
1 98 1 , Wurm 1 981 , 
SEE Kwamera , Tahi tian ,  etc 
POLYNES IAN OUTLIER LANGUAGES 
Clark 1 986,  Hooper 1 986 
PO NAPE , PONAPEAN 
Hsu and Pe ters 1 984 , Rehg 1 984 , 
Rehg 1 984 , Simons 1 982 
PORT SANDWICH d 
Charpentier 1 987 
PORTUGUESE 
Baxter f l c ,  Jernudd 1 987 , 
Mtihlhausler 1 985 
PROTO- LANGUAGES 
Proto-Central-Pacific , Pro to-Ch ' u ,  
Pro to-Chinese , Pro to-Eastern­
Oceanic , Proto-Hes perone sian ,  
Pro to-Karen , Pro to-Kimbe , Proto­
Malai tan ,  Proto-Malayo-Polyne sian ,  
Pro to-Micronesian , Pro to-Nuclear 
Polynesian ,  Pro to-Oceanic , Pro to­
Phil ippines , Pro to-Polynes ian , 
Proto-Sangiric , Pro to-Tamang , 
Proto-Tibeto-Burman , Pro to-Wes tern 
Min , Proto-Wu 
PROTO-ATAYALIC 
Li 1 982 
PROTO-AUSTRALIAN 
Heath 1 987 
PROTO-AUSTRONES IAN 
Anceaux 1 982 , Chowning 1 98 7 ,  
Coll ins 1 982 , Col l ins 1 983 , 
Coll ins 1 983 , Dahl 1 98 6 ,  Dyen and 
Tsuchida 1 98 6 ,  Dyen and Tsuchida 
1 987 , Gonzalez 1 98 7 s , Harvey 1 982 , 
Li 1 98 5 ,  Nothofer 1 98 6 ,  S t aros ta , 
Pawley and Reid 1 982 , Ross f l c , 
S t aro sta 1 98 5 ,  Wolff 1 982 , Wouk 
1 986 , Zorc 1 987 and othe r s  
PROTO-BOUGAINVILLE 
Ross 1 982 
PROTO-CENTRAL MALUKU 
Collins 1 983 
PROTO-CENTRAL-PAC IF IC 
Geraghty 1 986 
PROTO-CH ' U  
Ballard 1 985 
PROTO-CHlNESE 
Yang 1 985 
PROTO-EASTERN OCEANIC 
Wal sh 1 985 
PROTO-HESPERONES IAN 
Zorc 1 986 
SEE Proto-Atayal ic , Pro to-Australian PROTO-KAREN 
Proto-Austronesian , Proto- Mazaudon 1 985 
Bougainville , Pro to-Central-Maluku 
PROTO-KIMBE 
Johns ton 1 982 
PROTO-MALAITAN 
Walsh 1 985 
PROTO-MALAYO-POLYNES IAN 
Wouk 1 986 
PROTO-MICRONES IAN 
Bender and Wang 1 985 , Jackson 1 986 
PROTO-NUCLEAR POLYNES IAN 
Blust 1 987 
PROTO-oCEANIC 
Chowning 1 98 7 ,  Dut ton 1 982 , 
Harri son 1 982 , Harr ison 1 984 , 
Hooper 1 985 , Jackson 1 984 , Jackson 
1 986 , Lee and Wang 1 984 , 
Lichtenherk 1 985 , Lynch 1 98 6 ,  Ross 
1 986 , Ross f l c , Tawerilmang and 
Sohn 1 984 , Walsh 1 985 
PROTO-PHILIPPINE /pROTO-PHILIPPINES 
.Re id 1 982 , Zorc 1 986 
PROTO-POLYNES IAN 
Rensch 1 98 6 ,  Tryon 1 987 , Wal sh 
1 985 , Wil son 1 982 
PROTO-SANGIR IC 
Sneddon 1 984 
PROTO-TAMANG 
Mazaudon 1 985 
PROTO-TIBETO-BURMAN 
Mazaudon 1 985 
PROTO-WESTERN MIN 
Ballard 1 985 
PROTO-WU 
Ballard 1 985 
PULO ANA 
Jackson 1 984 
PULUWAT , PULUWATESE 
Hsu and Pe ters 1 984 , Jackson 1 984 
PUNTHAMARA 
Holmer 1 987 
PURIK 
Thurgood 1 985 
PURUM 
Thurgood 1 985 
Q 
QIANG 
Thurgood 1 985 
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QINGHAI PROVINCE LANGUAGES 
Doh and Chaganhada 1 987 
QINGTUPING 
Thurgood 1 985 
R 
RAGA 
Simons 1 982 , Wal sh 1 982 
RAI 
Thurgood 1 985 
RALTE 
Thurgood 1 985 
RANGKAS 
Thurgood 1 985 
RANGKHOL 
Thurgood 1 985 
RANGLOI 
Thurgood 1 985 
RANTE PAO 
SEE Kada Tor aja 
RATAHAN 
Sneddon 1 984 , Sneddon 1 986 , 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
RAWANG 
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Thurgood 1 985 
REEF -SANTA CRUZ LANGUAGES 
MUh1 hMus ler 1 987 
REEFS (AIWO ) 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
REJANG 
Jaspan 1 984 , Voorhoeve 1 984 
REMBARNGA 
McKay 1 984 
RENNELLESE 
RIAO 
B lust 1987 , E lbert 1 987 , Hsu and 
Peters 1 984 , S imons 1 982 , Tryon 
and Hackman 1983 , Wilson 1 982 
SEE Mantang , Orang Utan/Orang Darat 
Orang Tambus 
RIAU MALAY 
Stokhof , ed . 1987 
RIRIO 
Laycock 1 982 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 
RODONG 
Thurgood 1 985 
ROGLAI 
S imons 1 982 
ROKAN KIRI 
SEE Sakai 
ROTI , ROTINESE 
Fox 1 982 , Fox 1 987 
SEE Ba t a ,  Termanu 
ROVIANA 




S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
RUNG 
Thurgood 1 985 
RUNGCHHENBUNG 
Thurgood 1 985 
RUNGKUS 
Kroeger 1 986 
S 
SA 'A 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 , Wol ff 1 982 
SABAH LANGUAGES 
Asmah 1 985 , Kroeger 1 986 , Moody 
1 984 , Smith 1 984 , 
SEE Penampang Kadazan , Rungkus 
SABERRI 




Jackson 1 984 
SAKAI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
SAKRA 
SEE Sa sak 
SALAYAR 
Stokhof , ed . 1984 , Stokho f ,  ed . 
1 98 7 ,  
SEE Maka sar 
SALANG and SIGULE 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
SALUMA 
SEE Serawai d 
SALUMPANG 
S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
SAMA/BAJAU 
Verhe i j en 1 986 
SEE Baj au , Baj u  
SAMANINTEH 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
SEE Berrik Papua 
SAMASURU-PAULOHIJ 
S tokhof , ed . 198 1  
SAMNORSK 
Es pir itu 1 982 
SAMOAN 
Hovdhaugen 1 986 , Mosel 1 98 7 , 
S imons 1 982 , Wolff 1 982 
SAMOAN PLANTATION PIDGIN 
MUhlhausler 1 985 
SAMOIC-QUTLIER LANGUAGES 
Hooper 1 986 
SEE Polynesian Out l iers 
SAMOS IR d of TOBA-BATAK 
Sarumpaet 1 986 , Stokho f ,  ed . 1 985 
SAMOYED 
Kaz�r 1 987 
SAN 
Sneddon 1 986 
SANGIL 
Sneddon 1 984 , Sneddon 1 986 , 
SEE ALSO Sangir 
SANGIR 
Sneddon 1 984 , Sneddon 1 986 , 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 , 
SEE Beran Mangan i t u ,  Enemawira , 
Tahuna , Tamako , Tambo Manganitu , 
Tambo Tabut i , Taruna 
SANGIR BESAR 
SEE Tamako 
SANGIR IC LANGUAGES 
Sneddon 1 98 4 ,  S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
SANGLAR 
SEE Orang Tambus 
SANGPANG 
Thurgood 1 985 
SANTA CRUZ 
LANGUAGES INDEX 93 
Simons 1 982 , Simons 1 982 , Tryon 
and Hackman 1 983 
SEE Ree fs-Santa Cruz 
SAPARUA 
SEE Har ia , Ihamahu , Ouw 
SAPOLEWA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 981 
SARAWAK LANGUAGES 
Asmah 1 985 
SARMI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
SASAK 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
SATAWALESE 
Jackson 1 984 
SATUN THAI 
Court 1 985 
SAUSU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
SAVOSAVO 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
SAVUNESE 
Fox 1 98 7 ,  
SEE Hawu /Savu , Sawu 
SAWAI /SAWAI d .  
Stokhof , ed . 1 980 , Stokhof , ed . 
1 983 , Thomas 1 983 
SAWANG 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 , 
SEE S iau 
SAWE 
Stokhof , ed . 1 983 
SAWIA d 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
SAWU 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1 983 , 
SEE Hawu , Savu 
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SEA DYAK 
S imons 1 982 
SEDIQ 
Dyen and Tsuchida 1 987 , Li 1 982 
SEGET 
S tokhof and Flassy 1 985 
SEKAJANG DAYAK 
S tokhof , ed . 1 986 
SEKAYAN, SEKAYANG 
SEE Sekajang 
SEKOLA NE IRA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
SEKOLA LONTHOIR 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
SEMA 
Thurgood 1 985 
SEMBAKUNG MURUT 
Smit h  1 984 
SEMENDO 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
SEMITAU? 




Chowning 1 983 , Chowning 1 985 
SENTANI 
S tokho f , ed . 1 983 
SEPA 
S tokho f , ed . 1981 
SEPIK PROVINCES LANGUAGES 
Coll ins 1 983 , S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
SEE Alune , Amahai ,  Bonfia , Elpaput ih 
Fatakai , Indones ian languages , 
Lima , Niala , Piru , Rumakai ,  Sepa 
SERAWAI d 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
SERAWAK 
SEE Sekajang , Dayak 
SERUDUNG MURUT 
Smith 1 984 
SERUI 
S imons 1 982 
SERUZHAI 
Thurgood 1 985 
SESAKE 
Wal sh 1 982 
SET! 
Collins 1 986 , Stokho f , ed . 1981 
SEUMALUR 
S tokhof , ed . 1 98 7  
SEWAN 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
SGAW d of KAREN 
Henderson 1 985 
SHANGHAI-ZHENHAI d of CHINESE 
Rose 1982 
SHANTUNG 
Court 1 985 
SHERPA 
Thurgood 1 985 
SHO 
Thurgood 1 985 
Conr ad and Lewi s f / c , Laycock 1 981 
SHONA 
SEPIK-RAMU PHYLUM 
Laycock 1 98 1 ,  Wurm 1 981 , Wurm , 
Voorhoeve and Laycock 1 981 
SERAM , SERAM LANGUAGES 
Espiritu 1 982 
S IAMESE 
Norman 1 985 
SEE Thai 
S IAOE S I  PIROK 
SEE S iau SEE Batak 
S IAS I LANGUAGES SIPORA 
McElhanon 1 984 SEE Mentawai 
S IAU S IR IWO 
S tokhof , ed . 1982 SEE Tarunggareh 
SIBOLGA S IROI 
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SEE Ba tak , Malay Colburn 1 984 , Ros s  1 987 
S ICHULE S IYIN 
Notho fer 1 986 Thurgood 1 985 
S IE SOAHUKU 
Cape l l  and Lynch 1 983 , Lynch 1 983 , SEE Amahai 
Lynch 1 98 3 ,  Lynch 1 986 
SIGULE 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
SEE Salang 
S IKAIANA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
S IKARITAI 
Mar t in 1 986 
SIKKA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
S ILINDUNG 
S tokhof , ed . 1 985 
S IMALUR 
Nothofer 1 986 , Stokhof , ed . 1 987 
S IMBO 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
S INDHI 
Glover 1 987 
S INGAPORE ENGLISH 
Pla t t  1 987 
S INGAPORE MANDARIN 
Ng 1 985 , Platt 1 985 
S INO-TIBETAN 
Mat i so f f  1 985 , Mei 1 98 5 , Thurgood 
1 98 5 ,  Thurgood et al , eds 1 985 
SOBOJO 
S tokhof , ed . 1 980 
SOLOMON ISLANDS LANGUAGES 
Fagan 1 98 6 ,  Kees ing 1 98 5 ,  
Muhlhaus ler 1 98 7 , Tryon 1 981 , 
Tryon 1 982 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 , 
SEE Alu , ' Are ' are , Birau , Cheke 
Holo , Ghari , Kia , Kwa io , Mala i t an ,  
Malaitan languages , Mar ing e , Mono , 
Mono-Alu , P i j in ,  Rennelle se , Santa 
Cruz , To ' abaita , Tolo , Ulawa 
SOLOMON ISLANDS PIJIN 
Jourdan 1 985 , Keesing 1 985 , Simons 
1 983 , S imons 1 985 
SEE ALSO P i j in ,  Solomons P i j in 
SOLOMONIC LANGUAGES 
Elbert 1 987 
SOLOMONS PIJIN 
S imons 1 983 
SEE ALSO Pi j in ,  Solomon Is land s Pi j in 
SOLOR 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
SOLOS 
Ross 1 982 
SOOK MURUT 
Smith 1 984 
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SOPVOMA 
Thurgood 1 985 
SORUNG 
Lynch 1 983 , Lynch 1 986 
SOUTH AS IAN LANGUAGES 
Caughley 1 982 ; Caughley f l c  
S E E  Chepang , South-East Asian 
languages 
SOUTH CHINA d ' s  
Ballard 1 985 
SOUTH-EAST AS IAN LANGUAGES 
Asmah 1 985 , Bar z  and Diller 1 985 , 
Bickner flc , Bradley 1 98 3 ,  Bradley 
1 985 , Brad ley , ed . 1985 , Brad ley , 
ed . f l c , Brudhiprabha 1 98 5 ,  
Carr ington and Curnow 1 981 , 
Chhangte flc , Clark flc , Cooke 
f l c ,  Cooke , ed . f l c , Diller 1 985 , 
Diller f l c ,  Gupta 1 98 5 ,  Hartmann 
1 984 , Hurlbut 1 987 , Nguyen 
Dinh-Hoa 1 98 6 ,  Premsrirat 1 987 , 
Premsrirat 1 987 , So-Har tmann f l c , 
Thel Thong 1 98 5 ,  Wurm 1 98 3 ,  Wurm , 
Bradley and Benj amin 1 983 , Wurm 
and Hat tori 1 98 3 ,  Yadav 1 985 , 
SEE Be , Burmese , Chinese , Chr u ,  
Daai Chin , Easterm Cham, Great 
Andamanese , Hmong , Indonesian , 
Indones i an languages ,  Malay , Mizo , 
Roglai , Shangha i-Zhenhai ,  Thai , 
Vie tnamese etc 
SOUTH-EAST AS IAN LINGUISTICS 
Mat i so f f  1 985 
SOUTH-EAST d of MARQUESAN 
Tryon 1 987 
SOUTHEAST SOLOMONIC LANGUAGES 
Kee s ing 1 985 
SOUTH-EASTERN IRIAN JAYA LANGUAGES 
Voorhoeve 1 981 
SOUTH MALAITA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
SOUTH PILBARA LANGUAGES 
Aus t in f l c  
SOUTH SULAWES I  LANGUAGES 
Grimes and Grimes 1987 
SOUTHERN CHIN 
Thurgood 1 985 
SOUTHERN CHINESE d ' s  
Platt 1 987 
SOUTHERN FFAI 
Diller 1 982 
SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS LANGUAGES 
Wurm , Voorhoeve and Laycock 1 981 
SOUTHERN NGARIYU 
Hercus 1 986 
SOUTHERN PILBARA LANGUAGES 
Aust in 1 983 
SOUTHERN SUMATRAN LANGUAGES 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 
SOUTHERN VANUATU LANGUAGES 
Lynch 1 986 
SOUTH-WEST TANNA 
Lynch 1 982 , Lynch 1 986 
S PANISH 
Jernudd 1 987 , Josephs 1 984 , 
Langdon 1 987 , MUhlh�usler 1 985 
SPITI 
Thurgood 1 985 
SQULIQ 
Li 1 982 
STANDARD GERMAN 
Clyne 1 987 
SUAU 
Li thgow 1 987 , Simons 1 982 
SUD -MALAKULA d ' s  
Charpentier 1 987 
SUENA 
Colburn 1 984 
SUGUT KADAZAN 
Smith 1 984 
S ULA FAGUDU 
S tokhof , ed . 1980 
SULA MANGOLI 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1 980 
S ULAWES I  LANGUAGES 
Grimes and Grimes 1 987 , Sirk f / c , 
Sneddon 1 98 3 ,  S tokhof , ed . 1 983 , 
Stokho f ,  ed . 1984 , Stokhof , ed . 
1 985 
SULUK 
Moody 1 984 , Smi th 1 984 
SUMATRA/SUMATRAN LANGUAGES 
Foley 1 983 , Stokho f ,  ed . 1 987 , 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 , S tokhof , ed . 
1 987 , Stokho f ,  ed . 1 987 
SEE Toba-Batak 
SUMBA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
SUNDANESE 
Har d j ad ibrata 1 983 , Hard j ad ibrata 
1 985 , Ikranagara 1 982 , S imons 
1 982 , 
SEE ALSO Bahasa Sunda 
SUNDANESE ( BANDUNG ) 
Widjajakusumah 1 983 
SUNWAR 
Thurgood 1 985 
SUOQIAO 
Thurgood 1 985 
SURSURUNGA 




S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
SWAT OW 
Court 1 985 
SWISS -GERMAN 
Clyne 1 987 
T 
T 'AOP ' ING HS IANG 
Thurgood 1 985 
TABLA 
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Coll ier and Gregerson 1 985 
TABUKAN d of SANGIR 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
TABUT I 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
TAGAL 
Smi th 1 984 
TAGALOG 
De Guzman 1 986 , Far id and 
S imanjuntak 1 982 , Ferrell 1 983 , 
Gonzalez 1 987 , Kess 1 982 , Llamzon 
1 982 , Naylor 1 986,  Naylor 1 986 , 
S taros t a  1 986 , Wol f f  1 982 
TAGHULANDANG 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
TAGIN 
Thurgood 1 985 
TAHIT IAN 




S tokhof , ed . 1982 
Court 1 985 , Gedney 1 985 , Har tmann 
1 984 
TAI -KADAI 
Brad ley 1 985 
TAI -LUE 
Har tmann 1 984 
98 LANGUAGES INDEX 
TAIOF TAMBANUA 
Ross 1 982 Smith 1 984 
TAIWAN LANGUAGES TAMBO 
Chen 1 986 , Tsuchida 1 983 , Wurm S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
and Hat tori 1 983 , 
SEE Formosan languages ,  Nataoran- TAM I 
Amis , Squ1 i q  and others S tokho f ,  ed . 1 983 
TAKAPAN 
Smith 1 984 
TAKBANAUD d of BUNUN 
Li 1 987  
TAKIA 
Ros s  1 987  
TAKIBAKHA d of BUNUN 
Li 1 98 7  
TAKITUDUH d of BUNUN 
Li 1 987  
TAKPA 
Thurgood 1 985 
TALAUD 
Sneddon 1 984 
TALAUD LANGUAGES 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
TALIABU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 980 
TALISE 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
TALUT I 
SEE Laimu , Sepa , Tami10uw 
TAMAKO 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
TAMAKO d of SANGIR 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
TAMAKO d of TARUNA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
TAMANG 
Mazaudon 1 985 , Thurgood 1 985 
SEE Ar zo 
TAMIL 
Asmah 1 985 , Platt 1 985 , Pla t t  1 987  
TAMILOUW 
S tokhof , ed . 1 98 1  
TANAH MERAH LANGUAGES 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
TANEMA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
TANGKHUL 
Thurgood 1 985 
TANGUT 
Thurgood 1 985 
TANIMB ILI 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
TANJUNG PINANG 
SEE Riau Malay 
TANNA LANGUAGES 
Lind s trom 1 985 
TAPAH 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987  
SEE Seuma1ur 
TARAUNG 
Thurgood 1 985 
TARUNA d of SANGIR 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1982 
TARUNGGAREH 
S tokhof , ed . 1983 
TASMANIAN LANGUAGES 
Wal sh 1 981 , Wal sh and Wurm 1 98 1  
TATANA 
Dunn 1 984 , Simons 1 982 , Smith 
1 984 
TAUPING 
Thurgood 1 985 
TAURAP ?  
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
SEE Havik Island 
TAUSUG 
Moody 1 984 
TAVEUNI 
S imons 1 982 
TAWALA 
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Thurgood 1 985 
THADO 
THAI 
Thurgood 1 985 
Cooke f / c ,  Cooke f / c ,  Cooke f / c , 
Cooke f/c , Diller 1 982 , Diller 
1 985 , Gandour 1 982 , Lehman 1 98 5 , 
Premsr irat f/c , S pr igg 1 98 5  
S E E  S iamese 
THAKALI 
Thurgood 1 985 
TRAM I 
Thurgood 1 985 
S imons 1 982 THREE RIVERS LANGUAGES 
Coll ins 1 983 
TEF L (Teaching English as a Foreign 
Language )  THUKOMI 
Carring ton 1 983,  Li�m 1 987 , Thurgood 1 985 
Mrthlhaus ler 1 985 , Swan and Lewis 
1987 THULUNG 
TEHIT 
S tokhof and Flassy 1 985 
TEMPASUK DUSUN 
Smi th 1 984 
TENGSA 
Thurgood 1 985 
TENWER 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
SEE Berr ik Papua 
TEOP 
Ross 1 982 
TERMANU (ROTI ) 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
TETUM, TETUN 
Morris 1 984 
SEE Belu 
TEULA 
SEE Seti  
TEUNG · 
Thurgood 1 985 
TIBETAN 
Dob and Chaganhada 1 987 , Mei 1 98 5 , 
Nishida 1 98 5  Thurgood 1 985 
TIBETAN , WRITTEN 
Mei 1 985 
TIBETO-BURMAN 
Baxter 1 98 5 ,  Bradley 1 987 , 
Michailov sky 1 985 , Thurgood 1 985 , 
SEE Chepang 
TIDDIM CHIN 
Thurgood 1 985 
TIDONG 
Moody 1 984 , Smith 1 984 
TIDORE 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1 980 , Voorhoeve 1 982 
TIKOPIA/TIKOPIAN 
Dodenhoff 1 982 , Tryon and Hackman 
1983 
TIMOR8SF; LANGUAGES 
1 0 0  LANGUAGES INDEX 
Fox and Wurm 1 983 , Morris 1 984 
SEE Bel u ,  Marae 
TIMORINI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
TIMUGO N ,  TIMUGON MURUT 
Prentice 1 982 , Sm ith 1 984 
TINPUTZ 
Ros s  1 982 
TIWI 
Lee 1 987 
TO ' ABAITA/TO 'AMBAITA 
S imons 1 982 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 
TOARIPI 
Brown 1 986 , Brown 1 987 
TOBA BATAK/TOBA-BATAK 
Far id and S imanjuntak 1 982 , 
Mordechay 1 98 6 ,  Nababan 1 981 , 
Nothofer 1 986 , Sarumpaet 1 983 , 
Sarumpaet 1 98 6 ,  S tokhof , ed . 1 985 , 
Wol f f  1 982 
SEE Batak Toba , Samosir , S il indung 
TOBARU 
S imons 1 982 
TOK BOKIS 
Wuhlhausler 1 985 
TOK HAlT 
MUhlhausler 1 985 
TOK PIKSA 
MUhlh�usl er 1 985 
TOK PlLAI 
MUhlh�usler 1 985 
TOK PIS IN 
Carrington 1 983 , Chowning 1 983 , 
Dut ton 1 985 , Dutton 1 98 5 ,  
Holzknecht 1 985 , Holzknecht 1 987 , 
Laycock 1 98 5 ,  Mosel 1 984 , 
MUhlhausler 1 983 , �uhlh�usler 
1 983 , MUhlh�usler 1 98 5 ,  
MUhlhausler 1 985 , �uhlhaus 1er 
1 985 , Muhlhausler 1 98 7 ,  Romaine 
1 985 , Ros s  1 985 , Siegel 1 983 , 
S iegel 1 987 , S imons 1 983 , Swan and 
Lewi s 1 987 , Thurs ton 1 982 , 
Tomasetti  1 987 , Wurm and 
Muh 1 haus ler 1 985 , Wurm and 
Muhlhaus 1 er , eds 1 985 , Wurm 1 985 , 
SEE New Guinea Pidgin 
BUSH PIDGIN 
MUhlhausler 1 985 
CREATIVE WRITING 
Laycock 1 985 
CURRENT ATTITUDES 
Piau and Holzknecht 1 985 
DESCRIPTIVE GRAMMARS 
Muhlhaus ler 1 985 
DICTIONARY MAKING 
Muh1haus ler 1 985 
EFFECTS ON VERNACULARS 
Ross 1 985 
FUTURE OF TOK PISIN 
Laycock 1 985 
GOOD AND BAD TOK PISIN 
Muhlhausler 1 985 
GRAMMATICAL TRANSFERENCE 
Ross 1 985 
INDIGENOUS ATTITUDES 
MUhlh�us ler 1 985 
INTONAT ION 
Wurm 1 985 
LANGUAGE PLANNING 
Munlhaus ler 1 985 
LEXICAL S YSTEM 
MUhlh�usler 1 985 
LEXICAL TRANSFERENCE 
Ross 1 985 
LEXICON 
Muhlhausler 1 985 
LEXIF IER LANGUAGES 
Munlhausler 1 985 
LINGUIST IC VALUE JUDGMENTS 
Muhlhausler 1 985 
LITERARY LANGUAGE 
Laycock 1 985 
MEDIA USE 
S iegel 1 985 
MORPHOLOGY 
Muhlhaus ler 1 985 
PHONOLOGY 
Laycock 1 985 , Wurm 1 985 
REGIONAL VARIATION 
Carrington 1 983 , �uhlhaus ler 
1 985 
RURAL PIDGIN 
MUhlh�us ler 1 985 
SCIENT IF IC STUDY 
MUhlhgus ler 1 985 
S OC IAL VARIETIES 
Mublhaus ler 1 985 
S TRESS 
Wurm 1 985 
STYLISTIC VARIATION 
Muhlhausler 1 985 
SUBSTRATUM ELEMENTS 
Laycock 1 985 
SUBSTRATUM INFLUENCES 
�uhlhausler 1 985 
SYNTAX 
�uhlhausler 1 985 
TEACHING AND TOK PISIN 
Carring ton 1 98 3 ,  Dut ton 1 985 
TEXTS 
Carr ington 1 983 , �uhlnaus ler 
1 9 85 
LANGUAGES INDEX 1 01 
THEORETICAL ISS UES 
Muhlhaus ler 1 985 
TOK BOKIS 
Muhlhausler 1 985 
TOK HAlT 
Mtihlhausler 1 985 
TOK MASTA 
Munlhausler 1 985 
TOK PIKSA 
Mublhausler 1 985 
TOK PlLAI 
Muhlhausler 1 985 
URBAN PIDGIN 
Munlhausler 1 985 
WRITING OF TOK PIS IN GRAMMARS 
Muhlhausler 1 985 
TOKELAUAN 
Hooper 1 9 86 
TOLAI 
Mosel 1 984 , Munlhausler 1 985 
TOLAKI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 98 7  
TOLELAKI 
TOLO 
S tokhof , ed . 1 9 85 
Crowley 1 986 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 
TOLOUR 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1 983 
TOMADIO-CAMPALAGIAN 
S tokhof , ed . 1 985 
TOMAJO 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
TOMBOVO KADAZAN 
Smi th 1 9 84 
TOMBULU 
1 02 LANGUAGES INDEX 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1983 
(TOM)PAKEWA 
S tokhof , ed . 1983 
SEE Bantik 
TON JON HS IE N  
Thurgood 1 985 
TONDANO 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
TONGAN 
Tchekhoff 1 981 , Wil son 1 982 , Wolff 
1 982 
TONGIC S UBGROUP 
Rensch 1 98 7  
TONGSHANZHAI 
Thurgood 1 985 
TONS AWANG 
S tokho f ,  ed . 1 983 
TONSEA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
TONTEMBOAN 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
TONTOLI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
TO PADOE 
S tokhof , ed . 1 985 
TORAJA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 984 
SEE Mamuju 
TORAJA BALANIPA 
S t okho f ,  ed . 1 984 
TORAJA B lNUWANG 
S t okhof , ed . 1984 
TORRES STRAIT CREOLE 
Sandefur 1 985 , Shnukal 1 985 
TORRES STRAIT IS LANDS LANGUAGES 
SEE Meriam Mir ,  Kala Lagaw Ya , 
Torres S trait Creole 
TORRICELLI PHYLUM 
Voorhoeve 1 983 , Laycock 1 981 
TOTO 
Thurgood 1 985 
TOWUT I 
SEE To Padoe 
TRANS -NEW GUINEA PHYLUM 
Chowning 1 987 , Dut ton 1 98 1 ,  
Laycock 1 981 , McElhanon 1 984 , 
Ross 1 987 , Voorhoeve and Wurm 
1 981 , Voorhoeve 1 981 , Wurm and 
Dutton 1 98 1 ,  Wurm 1 981 , Wurm , 
Voorhoeve and Laycock 1 981 , 
TRUKESE 
Hsu and Pe ters 1 984 
TRUKIC LANGUAGES 
Jackson 1 984 , Jacobs 1 984 
TSANGLA 
Thurgood 1 985 
TSENGT ' OU HS IANG 
Thurgood 1 985 
TSOU 
S taro s ta 1 985 
TSUONA 




Lithgow 1 987 
TUVALUAN 
Besnier 1 986 , Munro 1 985 
U 
UGHELE 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
UJANG 
S tokhof , 1 983 
SEE Berrik Papua 
ULAWA 
Simons 1 982 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 
ULITHIAN 
Jackson 1 984 , Sohn and Bender 1 984 
ULIVEU d 
Charpent i er 1 987 
ULU 
S tokho f , ed . 1 985 
ULU MALAY 
S tokhof , ed . 1 986 
UMA 
Martens and Mar tens f l c ,  Mar tens 
f lc ,  Mar tens f lc ,  Mar tens f lc ,  
Mar tens f lc 
UMIDA 




Rumsey 1 982 , Rumsey 1 987 
UNGGARANGI 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
UNGGUMI 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
UPPER KINABATANGAN 
Smi th 1 984 
UPPER MAHAKAM 






S tokho f ,  ed . 1 982 
URA 
LANGUAGES INDEX 103 
Lynch 1 983 , Lynch 1 983 , Lynch 1 986 
URAK LAWOI ' 
Hogan f lc 
URALIC LANGUAGES 
Kazar 1 987 
URDU 
Glover 1 987 
URUWA LANGUAGES 
McElhanon 1 984 
USAN 
Ros s  1 987 
UTAHA 
Lynch 1 983 , Lynch 1 986 
UWIMERAH 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
v 
VAGHUA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
VANGUNU 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
VANO 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
VANUATU LANGUAGES 
Charpentier 1 987 , Clark 1 985 , 
Lynch 1 98 6 ,  Lynch 1 98 7 ,  Tryon 
1 98 1 , 
SEE ALSO New Hebrides 
VARIS I 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
VETMBAO d 
Charpent ier 1 987 
VICTORIAN LANGUAGES 
Hercus 1 986 
1 04 LANGUAGES INDEX 
VIETNAMESE 
Nguy�n �lnh-Hoa 1 985 , va 1 982 
VIETNAMESE LANGUAGES 
SEE Chru , Eas tern Cham , Roglai 
VITU 
Johns ton 1 982 
WADIWADI 
Hercus 1 986 
WAGAWAGA 
Simons 1 982 
WAI 
S iegel 1 986 
WAKKA-WAKKA 
Holmer 1 983 
WALADJANGARI 
W 
Capell and Coa te 1 984 
WALE d of TUBE TUBE 
Li thgow 1 987 
WALING 
Thurgood 1 985 
WALJWAN 
Donaldson 1 987 
WALLIS IAN 
Rensch 1 984 
WAMBERS I  
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
WANDES I  
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
WANGAAYPUWAN d of NGIYAMPAA 
Donaldson 1 987 
WANGKANGURRU 
Hercus 1 987 
WANT OAT LANGUAGES 










Bavin and Shopen 1 985 , Hale 1 983 , 
Laughren and Nash 1 98 3 ,  Laughren 
1 983 , Wier zbicka 1 983 
WARNDARANG 
Heath 1 987 
WAROPEN 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
WARRUNGU 
Tsunoda 1 987 
WARU 
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
WAS KIA 
Colburn 1 984 , Ross 1 987 
WASZU 
Thurgood 1 985 
WATUBELA 
Collins 1 986 
WAWONI 
S tokhof , ed . 1 985 
WAYAN 
Pawley and Sayaba f / c  
WEDA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 980 
WEMBAWEMBA 
Hercus 1 986 
WEMBI AND ETTIE LANGUAGE 
S tokhof , ed . 1 983 
WERGAIA 
Hercus 1 986 
WEST COAST BAJAU 
Banker 1 984 , Smith 1 984 
LANGUAGES INDEX 1 0 5  
S tokhof , ed . 1 981 
SEE Erai 
WHITE SANDS 
Lynch 1 986 
WIK-MUNGKAN 
Kilham 1 987 
WEST COAST SUMATRAN ISLANDS LANGUAGES WILAWILA 
S tokhof , ed . 1 987 Capell and Coate 1 984 
WEST GUADALCANAL 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
WEST JAVANESE d of INDONES IAN 
Widjajakusumah 1 983 
WEST KUTE I  d 
S tokhof , ed . 1 986 
WEST MAKIAN 
Collins 1 98 2 ,  Voorhoeve 1 982 
WEST NEW GUINEA LANGUAGES 
Voorhoeve 1 987 , Wurm 1 981 
WEST OMBA 
S imons 1 982 
WEST PAPUAN PHYLUM 
Voorhoeve 1 9 8 1 ,  Voorhoeve 1 987 , 
Wurm 1 981 
WEST PIRU BAY LANGUAGES 
Col l ins 1 983 
WESTERN HUON LANGUAGES 
McElhanon 1 984 
WESTERN IRIAN JAYA LANGUAGES 
Voorhoeve 1 981 
WESTERN MELANES IAN LANGUAGES 
Ros s  f l c  
WESTERN SERAM LANGUAGES 
Coll ins 1 983 
WESTERN PROVINCE LANGUAGES 
Voorhoeve and Wurm 1 981 
WE TAR 
WINDE S I  
S tokhof , ed . 1 982 
SEE Wandesi 
WINDJARUMI 
Capel l  and Coate 1 984 
WIRADJURI 
Donaldson 1 987 
WIRRI 
Holmer 1 983 
WIYAW 
Davies and Comrie 1 98 5  
WOIS IKA 
Stokhof 1 982 
WOIWURU 
Hercus 1 986 
WOLEAIAN 
Hsu and Pe ters 1 984 , Jackson 1 984 , 
Sohn 1 984 , Tawer i lmang and Sohn 
1 984 
WOLIO 
Stokhof , ed . 1 985 
WOLJAMIDI 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
WORORA 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
WU 
Ballard 1 985 
WULI-WULI 
Holmer 1 983 
1 06 LANGUAGES INDEX 
WUNAMBAL 
Capell and Coate 1 984 
x 
XIABAISHUI 
Thurgood 1 985 
XIGE 
Thurgood 1 985 
Y 
YABEM 
Bradshaw 1 983 , 
SEE Jabim 
YACHUMI 
Thurgood 1 985 
YAGARIA 
Renck 1 987 
YAKHA 
Thurgood 1 985 
YALARNNGA 
Blake 1 987 
YAMALELE 




S imons 1 982 
YAO 
Ballard 1 985 
YAPESE 
YAUR 
Hsu and Peters 1 984 , Jensen 1 984 , 
Simons 1 982 
Stokhof , ed . 1 987 
YAWA 
Jones 1 986 , Jones 1 986 
YELE 
Simons 1 982 
YI 
Bradley 1 98 7 , Wheat ley 1 98 5  
Y I  BRANCH OF T IBETO-BURMAN 
Bradley 1 98 7  
YIDDISH IN AUSTRALIA 
Klarberg 1 985 
YINDJIBARNDI 
Wordick 1 982 
YOBA 
Dutton 1 982 
YO DAYO DA 
Hercus 1 986 
YOLNGU 
Zorc 1 983 
YOLNGU-MATHA 
Zorc 1 983 
YUANGA 
Schooling flc  
Z 
ZABANA 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
ZAHAO 
Thurgood 1 985 
ZAZAO 
Tryon and Hackman 1 983 
ZUID-TALIABU 
SEE Kadai , Sobojo 
TOPICS INDEX 1 0 7  
AN INDEX TO TOPICS OR SUBJECTS 
Again , this index is to serve as a general guide only ; references are 
wide but not exhaustive , and are to main topics or substantial treatment of 
a topic within the work . Cross-referencing is extensive and should be 
noted . 
The user should bear in mind that an index such as this needs must 
be subjective : anyone , indexing an item , will stress those points which 
catch his own interest or understanding , hence the over-emphasis of some 
elements  and the apparent ' neglect '  of others mus t  be seen in those terms . 
This index , as with that in the previous volume , was compiled using largely 
a system of topic definition initiated by S .A .  Wurm . If in the odd instance 
you wonder at our choice , pray be forbearing ! Another factor taken into 
cons ideration in selection of topic headings has been familiarity , over the 
years , with reader and customer requests . 
The varying length and scope of the works indexed has necessitated the 
provision of a mere indication of topic : to make a comparable index of that 
topic ' s  treatment in whatever depth , work by work , is not practicable , and 
the user mus t  assess for himself , in noting length of a work , its  probable 
use to him , as regards that especial topic . 
As with the language index , reference should be made to the companion 
volume , D-40 . It is , by this , probably not necessary to point out that 
these particularised indexes refer back to author/title entries , as well as 
forward to the detailed catalogue . 
A 
ABSTRACTION 
SEE linguis tic theory 
ALPHABETS 






Wurm and Hattori , eds 1981 , Wurm 
and Hattori , eds 1 983 
B 
BENEDICT , PAUL 
Thurgood et aI , eds 1985  
BIBLIOGRAPHY (virtually all PL books 
or papers include a bibliography 
or list of references ;  those 
indicated below are among the 
more comprehensive ) 
Bender 1 984 , Benedict 1 985 , 
Carrington and Curnow 1981 , 
Carrington 1 984 , Carrington 1 985 , 
Carrington 1 987 , Carrington 1987 , 
Hartmann 1 984 , King and King eds 
1 984 , Thurgood et aI , eds 1 985 , 
Triffett 1 986 , Wurm and 
108 TOPICS INDEX 
Ha ttori 1981 , 1 983 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, S . A .  WURM 
Carrington 1 987 
BILINGUALISM 
McConvel1 1 985 , McKay 1 983 , Platt 
1 985 
BIOGRAPHY 
Benedict 1 985 , Laycock 1 987 
BORROWING 
Blust 1 987 , Chowning 1 983 , Clark 
1 986 , Dutton 1 982 , Elbert 1 987 , 
Keesing 1 987 , Lapoliwa 1 982 , 
Lithgow 1 987 , Lynch 1 987 , Noorduyn 
1 982 , Polome 1 987 , Voorhoeve 1 982 
C 
CARTOGRAPHY 
Baumann 1 981 , Baumann 1 98 1 -1 987 , 
Baumann 1 98 3 ,  Wurm and Baumann flc , 
Wurm and Hat tori , ed s 1 981 , Wurm 
and Hat tori , eds 1 983 
CENSUS 
Laycock 1 985 
CHILD LANGUAGE 
Romaine 1 985 
CLASSIFICATION 
Austin f l c ,  Baxter 1 98 3 ,  Benjamin 
1 983 , Bradley 1 983 , Bradley 1 983 , 
Charpentier 1 987 , Chen 1 986 , 
Collins and Voorhoeve 1 983 , 
Collins 1 98 3 ,  Collins 1 98 6 ,  Dut ton 
1 981 , Foley 1 983 , Fox and Wurm 
1 98 3 ,  Grace 1 987 , Grimes and 
Grimes 1 987 , Hat tori and Chiri 
1 983 , Holmer 1 98 3 ,  Laycock 1 981 , 
Levin and Massam 1 986 , Lincoln 
1 98 1 , Lithgow 1 98 7 ,  McElhanon 
1 984 , McElhanon 1 987 , McFarland 
and Wurm 1 983 , McFarland 1 983 , 
McGregor flc , Miller 1 984 , Nak 
Uem Hok and Naka 1 983,  Rivierre 
1 98 1 , Ross flc , Sirk f l c ,  Sneddon 
1 98 3 ,  S tokhof and Flassy 1 9 8 5 ,  
T ' sou 1 983 , Tasato Uem and Naka 
1 983 , Tryon and Hackman 1 983 , 
Tryon 1 981 , Tryon 1 982 , Tsuchida 
1 983,  Uwano 1 983,  Voorhoeve 1 981 , 
Voorhoeve flc , Walsh and Wurm 
1 981 , Wurm and Baumann flc , Wurm 
and Dut ton 1 981 , Wurm and Hat tori 
1 981 , Wurm and Hat tori 1 983 , Wurm , 
Bradley and Benjamin 1 983 , Wurm , 
Voorhoeve and Laycock 1 981 , Wurm 
1 981 , Wurm 1 981 , Wurm 1 983 , 
SEE ALSO subgrouping 
CODE-MIXING 
Muhlhausler 1 98 5 ,  Oetomo 1 987 
CODESWITCHING 
Kartomihardjo 1 98 1 ,  Kumanireng 
1 982 , McConvel1 1 985 , Moeliono 
1 98 6 ,  Muhlhausler 1 985 , 
Muhlhausler 1 985 , Oetomo 1 987 
COLOUR TERMS 
Knobloch 1 987 
COMPARATIVE LINGUISTICS 
Capell 1 987 , Capell and Coate 
1 984 , Llamzon 1 982 , Mei 1 985 , 
Miedema and Welling 1 98 5 ,  Nishida 
1 985 , Ross f l c ,  Simons 1 982 , 
Simons 1 98 3 ,  Sneddon 1 984 , Lithgow 
1 987 , Tryon 1 987 , Wal sh 1 982 
COMPUTER LINGUISTICS 
Austin 1 983 , Bender and Wang 1 985 , 
Graefe 1 98 6 ,  Guy 1 98 2 ,  Hsu and 
Peters 1 984 , Hsu 1 985 , Ross  1 986 , 
Smith 1 984 
CONFERENCE PAPERS 
Geraghty et  aI , eds 1 98 6 ,  Geraghty 
et aI , eds 1 98 6 ,  Halim et aI , eds 
1 982 , Halim et aI , eds 1 982 , Halim 
et aI , eds 1 982 , Halim et  aI , eds 
1 983 , Pawley et  aI , ed s 1 985 
CORRESPONDENCES 
Nishida 1 985 
COUNTING SYSTEMS 
Bruce 1 984 , Charpentier 1 987 , 
Crowley 1 982 Harrison and Jackson 
1 984 , Johns ton 1 982 , Norman 1 9 8 5 ,  
Smith 1 986 , Smith flc , Yallop 1 987 
CREOLISATION 
Baxter 1 98 3 ,  Baxter flc , Harris 




�uhlhausler 1 985 
D 
DIALECTOLOGY 
Adams and Lauck 1 985 , Ballard 1 985 
Banker 1 984 , Banker 1 984 , Bankers 
1 984 , Bradley 1 987 , Dob and 
Chaganhada 1 987 , Dunn 1 984 , Fox 
1 987 , Friberg f l c ,  Gri jns 1 982 , 
Hartmann 1 984 , Hercus 1 982 , Hercus 
1 986 , Holzknecht 1 987 , Jones 1 98 6 ,  
King 1 984 , King 1 984 , Kroeger 
1 986 , Kumanireng 1 982 , Medan 1 983 , 
Moody 1 984 , Moody 1 984 , Ng 1 985 , 
Nothofer 1 982 , Sarumpaet 1 986 , 
Spitzack 1 984 , Suharno 1 983 , 
Ticoalu 1 983 , Tryon and Hackman 
1 983 , Tryon 1 98 7 ,  Walton and Moody 
1 984 , Widjajakusumah 1 983 , Zorc 
1 986 
DICTIONARIES 
Austin , ed 1 983 , Austin 1 983 , 
Brandens tein 1 987 , Brown 1 986 , 
Capell 1 984 , Caughley f l c ,  
Crowley 1 98 6 ,  Ferrell 1 982 , Hale 
1 983 , Hercus 1 982 , Hogan flc , 
Jaspan 1 984 , Koch 1 983 , Laughren 
and Nash 1 983 , Laughren 1 983 , 
Lindstrom 1 98 6 ,  McConvell , Day and 
Black 1 983 , McKay 1 983 , Morris 
1 984 , Pawley and Sayaba flc , 
Rensch 1 984 , Rensch 1 986 , Rensch 
f l c ,  Schebeck 1 98 3 ,  Shnukal flc , 
Streicher 1 982 , Verheijen 1 982 , 
White 1 987 , Wierzbicka 1 983 , 
Wordick 1 982 , Zorc 1 983 
DICTIONARIES , COMPARATIVE 
Brown 1 986 
DICTIONARY MAKING 
TOPICS INDEX 109 
Austin , ed 1 983 , Austin 1 983 , 
Bwakolo 1 987 , Hale 1 983 , Hsu and 
Peters 1 984 , Hsu 1 985 , Koch 1 983 , 
Laughren and Nash 1 98 3 ,  Laughren 
1 983 , Lindstrom 1 985 , McConvell , 
Day and Black 1 983 , McKay 1 983 , 
Muhlhausler 1 985 , Schebeck 1 983 , 
Ward 1 985 , Wierzbicka 1 983 , Zorc 
1 983 
DIGLOSS IA 
Kumanireng 1 982 , Moeliono 1 986 , 
Sutomo 1 982 
DISCOURSE ANALYS IS 
Barr flc , Colburn 1 984 , Hartmann 
1 984 , Louwerse f l c ,  Martens flc , 
Martin 1 986 , Oguri 1 986 , Shelden 
1 98 6 ,  Tipton 1 982 , Tsunoda 1 987 
E 
ELICITATION 
Holzknecht 1 987 
ETHNOLINGUISTICS 
Kaz�r 1 987 
ETYMOLOGY 
Koch 1 983 , Muhlhaus ler 1 98 5  
F 
FESTSCHRIFT PAUL BENEDICT 
Thurgood et aI , eds 1 985 
FESTSCHRIFT S . A .  WURM 
Laycock and Winter , eds 1 987 
FIELD GUIDES 
McElhanon 1 984 
FINDERLISTS 
Lynch 1 982 , Shnukal flc 
1 1 0  TOPICS INDEX 
FOCUS INDEXES 
Barr f l c ,  Dahl 1 986 , Ferrell 1 983 , 
Geraghty et al 1 98 6 ,  Kroeger flc , 
Martens flc , Milner 1 986 , Naylor 
1 98 6 ,  Soemarmo f l c ,  Starosta , 
Pawley and Reid 1 982 , Starosta 
1 986 , Wouk 1 986 
G 
GLOTTOCHRONOLOGY 
Guy 1 982 
GRAMMAR I GRAMMARS 
Baxter flc , Conrad and Wogiga f l c ,  
Dutton 1 98 5 ,  Fagan 1 98 6 ,  Feldman 
1 986 , Good f l c ,  Keesing 1 985 , 
Lynch and Capell 1 983,  Lynch 1 983 , 
McGregor 1 982 , McKay 1 984 , Merlan 
1 98 3 ,  Muhlhausler 1 98 5 ,  Premsrirat 
1 987 , Rumsey 1 982 , Shnukal flc , 
Stamm 1 98 7 ,  Tryon 1 98 7 ,  Waters flc 
GRAMMAR SKETCHES 
Aichele 1 984 , Brown 1 986,  Djawanai 
1 983 , Lynch 1 982 , Lynch 1 983 , 
Morris 1 984 , Voorhoeve 1 982 
H 
HANDBOOKS 
Rensch f l c ,  Wurm and Muhlhaus ler 
eds 1 985 
HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS 
Zorc 1 986 , 
SEE ALSO language history , 
linguistic history 
I 
INDEX TO PAC IFIC LINGUISTICS 
Carrington 1 987 , Carrington and 
Curnow 1 981 
Carrington 1 981 , Carrington 1 983 
INTONATION 
Wurm 1 985 
JARGONS 
J 
MUhlhttusler 1 985 
K 
KINSHIP TERMS 
Barr f l c ,  Fox 1 987 , Glasgow 1 984 , 
Hong-Fincher 1 987 , Miedema and 
Welling 1 985 , Verheijen 1 986 
L 
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 
MUhlhttusler 1 983 
LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 
Glover 1 987 , Piau and Holzknecht 
1 98 5 ,  Shnukal f l c ,  Swan and Lewis 
1 987 , Wurm and Muhlhausler 1 985 , 
Wurm 1 985 
LANGUAGE ATTRITION 
Bettoni 1 985 , Muhlhausler 1 98 5  
LANGUAGE BORROWING 
Josephs 1 984 
LANGUAGE CHANGE 
Chowning 1 983 , Chowning 1 98 5 ,  
Diller 1 985 , Fox 1 987 , Grace 1 98 7 , 
Hammarstrom 1 987 , Harris 1 986 , 
Hong-Fincher 1 987 , Jourdan 1 985 , 
Lee 1 987 , Li 1 986,  Liang 1 9 8 7 ,  Lim 
f l c ,  Lithgow 1 987 , Kuhlhausler 
1 98 5 ,  Kuhlhausler 1 98 5 ,  Oetomo 
1 987 , Prentice 1 982 , Ross  f l c ,  
Rujiati Mulyadi 1 983 ,  Swan and 
Lewis 1987 , Thurston 1982 , 
Thurs ton 1 987 , Wurm and 
Muhlhausler 1 985 , Wurm 1 981  
LANGUAGE COMPARISON 
Clark 1 985 , Thurston 1 982 
LANGUAGE COMPREHENS ION 
Bradleys 1985 , Rado 1 985 
LANGUAGE CONTACT 
Bavin and Shopen 1 985 , Chowning 
1 983 , Chowning 1 985 ,  Chowning 
1 987 , Clark 1 982 , Dut ton 1 982 , 
Elbert 1 98 7 ,  Harris 1 986 ,  Hooley 
1 987 , Josephs 1 984 , Kartomihardjo  
1 98 1 ,  Langdon 1 98 7 ,  Lee 1 987 , 
McConvel1 1 98 5 ,  Medan 1 983 , 
Muhlhausler 1 985 ,  �uhlh�usler 
1 987 , Neustupny 198 5 ,  Nguy�n 
�lnh-hoa 1 985 ,  Norman 1 98 5 ,  
Poed josoedarmo 1 982 , Ross  1 98 7 ,  
Sharpe 1 98 5 ,  Siegel 1 98 7 ,  Thurs ton 
1 987 , Ticoalu 1 983 , Widjajakusumah 
1 983  
LANGUAGE DESCRIPTION 
Baker and Ramnah 1 985 , Dunn f l c ,  
Sharpe 1 985 ,  Shnukal 1 985 
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
Moeliono 1 98 6 ,  MUhlhMusler 1 985 ,  
MUhlhausler 1 985 
LANGUAGE DISSEMINATION 
Seiler 1 985 
LANGUAGE DISTRIBUTION 
Jernudd 1 987 , Sirk 1 987 
LANGUAGE EDUCATION 
Bradley 1 985 
LANGUAGE HISTORY 
Abas 1987 , Ajamiseba 1983 , Ballard 
1 98 5 ,  Bodman 1 985 ,  Brandenstein 
1 987 , Caughley 1 982 , Chowning 1 987 , 
Collins 1 983 , Collins 1 983 , 
Crowley 1 982 , Djawanai 1 983 , 
Donaldson 1 98 7 ,  Dut ton 1 982 , 
Dut ton 1 986 , Dut ton 1987 , Dut ton 
flc ,  Elbert 1 98 7 ,  Fox 1 98 7 ,  Gedney 
TOPICS INDEX 1 1 1  
1 985 ,  Grace 1 987 , Harris and 
Sandefur 1 985 , Harris  1 986 , Hercus 
1 98 7 ,  Holzknecht 1 98 7 ,  Hooley 
1987 , Hosokawa 1 987 , Johnston 
1 982 ,  Kartomihardjo 1 98 1 ,  Kazar 
1987 , Langdon 1987 , Laycock 1 98 7 ,  
Lim flc , McElhanon 1 984 ,  Mosel 
1984 , Muhlhausler 1 983 , 
Muhlhausler 1 985 ,  Muhlhausler 
1985 , Muhlhausler 1 985 , 
Muhlhausler 1 98 7 ,  Munro 1 98 5 ,  
Oates flc , Poedjosoedarmo 1 982 , 
Rensch 1 984 ,  Sharpe 1 985 ,  Shnukal 
f l c ,  Siegel 1 986 , Siegel 1 987 , 
Sirk 1 98 7 ,  Sirk f l c ,  Tampubolon 
1983 , Thel Thong 1 985 , Tryon and 
Hackman 1 983 , Tryon 1 987 , 
Verheijen 1986 , Voorhoeve 1982 , 
Voorhoeve 1 98 7 ,  Waters f l c ,  Wurm 
and Baumann flc , Wurm and 
Munlhausler 1 985 ,  Wurm 1 98 5 ,  Wurm 
1 985 , Yadav 1 985 
LANGUAGE INDEXE S ,  ATLAS 
Carrington 1981 , Carrington 1983 
LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION 
Ikranagara 1 982 , Moeliono 1 987  
LANGUAGE INFLUENCE 
Chowning 1 986 ,  Clark 1 986 , Elbert 
1987 , Hooley 1987 , Hosokawa 1 98 7 ,  
Kazar 1 987 ,  Keesing 1 985 ,  Lynch 
1987 , Oetomo 1 987 , Poedjosoedarmo 
1 982 , Polome 1 9 87 
LANGUAGE INTERACTION 
Heath 1 98 7 ,  Pauwels 1 985 
LANGUAGE INTERFERENCE 
Sutomo 1 982 
LANGUAGE LEARNING 
Dutton 1 985 ,  Johns ton 1 985 ,  Kaldor 
1985 , Platt 1987 
LANGUAGE LESSONS 
Beaumont flc , Donaldson f l c ,  
Dut ton 1 985 ,  Tryon 1 987 
LANGUAGE MIGRATION 
Chowning 1 986 , Chowning 1 98 7 ,  Guy 
1982 , Reid 1 982 , Siegel 1 986 , 
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Voorhoeve 1 987 
LANGUAGE MIXING 
�uhlhausler 1 987 
LANGUAGE NOTES 
Miedema and Welling 1 985 , 
SEE ALSO grammar sketches 
LANGUAGE ORIGINS 
Z ' graggen 1 987 
LANGUAGE PLANNING 
Abas 1 987 , Allott 1 985 , Bradley , 
ed . 1 985 , Bradley 1 987 , Gupta 
1 98 5 ,  Moeliono 1 98 6 ,  Moelionq 
1 987 , Kuhlhausler 1 985 , Nguy€n 
�lnh-Hoa 1 98 5 ,  Thel Thong 1 985 
LANGUAGE POLICY 
Allott 1 98 5 ,  Asmah 1 98 5 ,  Bradley , 
ed . 1 985 , Moeliono 1 987 , Thel 
Thong 1 985 
LANGUAGE POLICY IN AUSTRALIA 
Ozolins 1 985 
LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY 
Liem 1 987 
LANGUAGE RESEARCH 
Kondrashkina 1 982 
LANGUAGE STUDY 
Mi.ihlhausler 1 985 
LANGUAGE SURVEYS 
Davies and Comrie 1 985 , Dut ton 
1 982 , Grimes and Grimes 1 987 , 
Holmer 1 983 , King and King , eds 
1 984 , Kroeger 1 986 , Miller 1 984 , 
S chooling f l c ,  Smolicz and Secombe 
1 985 
LANGUAGE TABOO 
Holzknecht 1 98 7 ,  Shnukal flc  
Simons 1 982 
LANGUAGE TEACHING 
Carrington 1 983 , Li€m 1 987 , Glover 
1 98 7  
LANGUAGE TESTING 
Liem 1 987 
LANGUAGE UNIVERSALS 
Baxter 1 983 , Steinhauer 1 986 
LANGUAGE USE 
Swan and Lewis 1 987 
LANGUAGE USE IN AUSTRALIA 
Clyne , ed . 1 985 
LANGUAGE VARIATION 
Schmidt 1 985 , Shnukal 1 985 
LANGUAGES IN AUSTRALIA 
Clyne , ed . 1 985 
LANGUAGES IN EDUCATION 
Carrington 1 983 , Ikranagara 1 982 , 
Moel iono 1 986 
LEXICOGRAPHY 
Austin , ed . 1983 , Austin 1 983 , 
Hale 1 983 , Hsu and Peters 1 984 , 
Hsu 1 985 , Koch 1 983 , Laughren 
1 983,  Laughren and Nash 1 983 , 
Lindstrom 1 985 , McConvell , Day and 
Black 1 983 , McKay 1 983 , 
MUhlhMusler 1 985 , Schebeck 1 983 , 
Ward 1 98 5 ,  Wierzbicka 1 983 , Zorc 
1 983 , 
SEE ALSO dictionary-making 
LEXICOLOGY 
Chowning 1 985 
LEXICON 
Elbert 1 987 , Lynch 1 98 7 , 
Muhlhausler 1 98 5 ,  Muhlh�usler 
1 987 , Oetomo 1 987 , Ross flc  
LEXICOSTATISTICS 
Abbott  1 98 5 ,  Dyen 1 982 , McElhanon 
1 987 , Simons 1 982 , Smith 1 984 
LINGUE FRANCHE 
Baxter 1 98 3 ,  Baxter flc , 
Carrington 1 983 , Espir itu 1 982 , 
Moeliono 1 98 7 ,  Muhlhausler 1 983 , 
Siegel 1 983 , Tomasetti 1987 , 
Wurm, Dutton , Tryon , Lynch and 
Walsh 1 98 1 , Wurm and MUhlhausler 
1 985 
LINGUISTIC HISTORY 
Ballard 1 985 ,  Carrington 1 987 , 
Matisoff 1985 , Thurgood 1 985 
LINGUISTIC PUBLISHING 
Carrington 1987 , Laycock 1 987 
LINGUISTIC PUBLISHING S . A .  WURM 
Carrington 1987 
LINGUISTIC WORK PAUL BENEDICT 
Matisoff 1985 , Thurgood 1 985 
LINGUISTIC WORK S .A .  WURM 
Laycock 1 987 , Laycock and Winter , 
eds 1987  
LITERACY 
Allott 1985 , Moeliono 1 986 
LITERATURE 
Hartmann 1 984 
MAPS 
M 
Carrington 1 987 , Carrington and 
Curnow 1 98 1 ,  Wurm and Baumann flc , 
Wurm and Hattori , eds 1981 , Wurm 
and Hattori , eds 1 983 , 
SEE maps index , this volume 
MEDIA LANGUAGES 
Siegel 1 985 ,  Jernudd 1 98 7 ,  Platt 
1985 
MINORITY LANGUAGES 
Bradley 1 987 
MIXED LANGUAGES 
Ross 1 984 
MORPHOLOGY 
Ajamiseba 1983 , Barr flc , Barr 
flc , Baxter flc , Bender 1 984 , 
Bickner f l c ,  Blake 1987 , Blust 
f l c ,  Bruce 1 984 , Capell and Coate 
1984 , Capell 1 984 , Caughley 1982 , 
Chhangte flc , Chen 1 986 , Clyne 
1985 , Colburn 1984 , Collier and 
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Gregerson 1 98 5 ,  Collins 1 983 , 
Cooke flc , Cooke flc , Crowley 
1 982 , Cumming 1 986 ,  Dardjowidjojo 
1 983 , Diller 1 985 , Diller f l c ,  
Dut ton 1 98 5 ,  Feldman 1 986 , 
Geytenbeek f l c ,  Glasgow 1 984 , 
Glasgow f l c ,  Good f l c ,  Grimes and 
Grimes 1 987 , Groves et  al 1 985 , 
Hammarstrtlm 1 98 7 ,  Harrison and 
Jackson 1 984 , Harrison 1 984 , 
Harvey 1 982 , Heath 1 98 7 ,  Hercus 
1 982 , Hercus 1 986 , Hoddino tt and 
Kofod flc , Holmer 1 983 ,  Holmer 
flc , Hooper 1 985 , Hudson 1 983 , 
Hurlbut 1 987 ,  Johnston 1 982 , 
Keesing 1 985 , Kennedy 1 984 , 
Kroeger f l c ,  Kroeger f l c ,  Laycock 
1 982 , Lee 1 987 , Levin and Mas sam 
1 986 ,  Louwerse f l c ,  Lynch 1 986 , 
Martens f l c ,  Martin 1986 , McKay 
1 984 ,  Mei 1 985 ,  Merlan 1 983 , 
Michailovsky 1 985 , Kuhlhaus ler 
1 985 ,  M�hlhausler 1 985 , 
Muhlhausler 1 987 , Nababan 1 981 , 
Naylor 1 986 ,  Oguri 1 985 ,  Oguri 
1986 , Poed josoedarmo 1 982 , Pur nama 
f l c ,  Rehg 1 984 , Ross  1 984 ,  Ross  
flc , Rumsey 1 982 , Rumsey 1 987 , 
Schooling flc , SchUssler 1 98 5 ,  
Scorza 1 985 , Shnukal flc , Seiler 
1 984 , Seiler 1 98 5 ,  Shelden 1 986 , 
Siegel 1 984 , So-Hartmann f l c ,  
Stamm 1 98 7 ,  Staros ta , Pawley and 
Reid 1 982 , Suharno 1 982 , 
Tampubo1on 1 983 ,  Tchekhoff 1 982 , 
Thurston 1982 , Tipton 1 982 , 
Verheijen 1 986 , Voorhoeve 1 98 7 ,  
Voorhoeve flc , Wal sh 1982 , Waters 
flc,  Whitehead flc , Wilson 1 982 , 
Wordick 1982 
MORPHO PHONEMICS 
Capell 1 984 , Farid and Simanjuntak 
1 982 ,  Keesing 1 985 ,  Lapoliwa 1 9 82 ,  
Loffler 1 985 , Lynch 1984 , McGregor 
1 982 ,  Nababan 1 985 ,  Noorduyn 1 982 , 
Phinnemore 1 985 , Revel-Macdonald 
1 982 ,  Verheijen 1 986 ,  Yallop 1 982 
MORPHOPHONOLOGY 
Og1oblin 1 986 
MORPHOSYNTAX 
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Louwerse flc  
MULTILINGUALISM 
Asmah 1 985 , Brudhiprabha 1985 , 
Glover 1 987 Harris and Sandefur 
1 985 , Kartomihardja 198 1 ,  Platt 
1 98 5 ,  Shnukal 1 985 ,  Walker 1 982 
MYrHOLOGY 
Brown 1987 , Z ' graggen 1987 
N 
NATIONAL LANGUAGES 
Espiritu 1 982 , Moeliono 1 98 6 ,  
Moeliono 1 987 
NUMERAL CLASSIFICATION 
Adams flc  
o 
OFF IC IAL LANGUAGES 
Jernudd 1 987 
ORAL NARRATIVE 
Brown 1 98 7 ,  Hartmann 1 984 
ORTHOGRAPHY 
Bradley 1 985 , Bwakolo 1 987 , Groves 
et al 1 985 ,  Hartmann 1 984 , Jackson 
1 984 , Lynch 1 983 , Sohn 1984 , Wurm 
1 985 
SEE ALSO writing systems 
P 
PACIFIC LANGUAGES 
Langdon 1 987 , Rensch 1 987 , Rensch 
flc  
PAPUAN LANGUAGES 
SEE New Guinea languages 
PERSONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY S . A .  WURM 
Carrington 1 987 
PERSONAL HISTORY S . A .  WURM 
Laycock 1987 
PERSONAL MEMOIRS S . A .  WURM 
Laycock and Winter ,  eds 1987  
PHONETICS 
va 1 982 
SEE phonology 
PHONOLOGY 
Abbott 1985 , Ballard 1 985 , Barr 
and Barr flc , Baxter f l c ,  Blust 
1984 , Blust 1987 , Blust flc , 
Bodman 1 985 ,  Bradley,  1 982 , 
Bradley , ed . 1982 , Bradley 1 985 , 
Brandenstein 1 987 , Bruce 1 984 , 
Capell and Coate 1 984 , Capell 
1 984 , Caughley 1 982 , Chowning 
1 986 , Collins 1 982 , Collins 1983 , 
Cooke flc , Court 1 98 5 ,  Crowley 
1982 , Diller 1 982 , Diller 1 985 , 
Djawanai 1 983,  Dob and Chaganhada 
1987 , Dodenhoff 1982 , Dut ton 1 982 , 
Dutton 1 985 ,  Dyen and Tsuchida 
1986 , Dyen and Tsuchida 1987 , 
Egerod 1 985 ,  Elbert 1 98 7 ,  Fagan 
1986 , Farid and Simanjuntak 1 982 , 
Feldman 1 986,  Flora 1 984 , Gandour 
1 982 , Gedney 1985 , Geraghty 1986 , 
Gonzalez 1 98 7 ,  Grace 1 98 7 ,  Graefe 
1986 , Groves et  al 1 985 , Harrison 
1 984 ,  Hartmann 1 984 , Harvey 1 982 , 
Hashimoto 1 985 , Haudricourt 1 985 , 
Henderson 1 98 5 ,  Hercus 1 982 ,  
Hercus 198 6 ,  Hoddino tt and Kofod 
flc , Holmer 1 983,  Holmer flc , 
Hooper 1 985 , Hosokawa 1987 , 
Hovdhaugen 1 986 ,  Huffman 1 98 5 ,  
Jackson 1984 , Jackson 1984 , 
Johnston 1 982 ,  Jones 1 986,  Keesing 
1985 , Lapoliwa 1982 , Laycock 1 982 , 
Laycock 1 985 ,  Lee 1 98 7 ,  Li 1 982 , 
Li 1986 , Li 1 987 , Liang 1 987 , 
Laffler 1 985 ,  Lynch 1 983 ,  Martens 
and Martens f l c ,  Mar tens flc  
Martin 1 986 , Matisoff 1 98 5 ,  
Mazaudon 1985 , McGregor 1 982 , 
McKay 1 984 , Mei 1 985 , Mer1an 1 983 , 
Morris 1984 , Muhlhausler 1 983 , 
Mublhausler 1 985 ,  Nababan 1 981 , 
Nagano 1 985 , Ng 1 985 , Nishida 
1 985 ,  Noorduyn 1 982 ,  Nothofer 
1986 , O 'Grady 1 987 , Oetomo 1 987 , 
Oguri 1 986 ,  Phinnemore 1 985 ,  
Pittman 1987 , Poedjosoedarmo 1 982 , 
Prentice 1 982 , Rehg 1 984 , Rehg 
1984 , Rensch 1 987 , Revel-Macdonald 
1 982 , Rose 1 982 ,  Ross 1 984 , Ross  
flc ,  Rumsey 1 982 , Sarumpaet 1 986 , 
Schooling flc , Seiler 1 98 5 ,  
Shelden 1 986 , Shnukal flc , Siegel 
1 984 , Siegel 1 986 ,  Simons 1 983 , 
Sneddon 1 986 , Sohn and Bender 
1 984 ,  Sohn 1 984 , Sprigg 1 98 5 ,  
S tokhof and Flassy 1985 , Stokhof 
1 987 Suharno 1 982 , Tawerilmang and 
Sohn 1 984 , Thein Tun 1982 , 
Thurgood 1 985 ,  Thurs ton 1 982 , 
Tipton 1 982 , Trefry 1984 , Tryon 
1 982 , Tryon 1 986 ,  Tryon 1 987 , 
Verheijen 1986 , Voorhoeve 1 982 , 
Voorhoeve 1 982 ,  Voorhoeve 1 98 7 ,  V� 
1982 , Walsh 1 982 , Waters f l c ,  
Wolff  1 98 2 ,  Wordick 1 98 2 ,  Wurm 
1 985 , Yadav 1 985 , Yallop 1982 , 
Yang 1 985 ,  Zorc 1 982 Zorc 1 987 
PIDGINS , PIDGIN LANGUAGES 
MUhlh�usler 1 98 5 ,  Wurm and 
Mdhlh�sler , eds 1 985 , Wurm , 
Dutton , Tryon , Lynch and Walsh 
1 981 
PIDGINS AND CREOLES 
Baxter 1 983 , Baxter flc , Dut ton 
1 985 ,  Dutton 1 98 7 ,  Dutton flc , 
Elbert 1 987 , Harris 1 98 6 ,  Hosokawa 
1 98 7 ,  Laycock 1 985 ,  Lim flc , Lynch 
1987 , MUhlhausler 1 985 , 
MUhlhausler 1 98 5 ,  Oetomo 1 987 , 
Platt  1 987 , Ross  1985 , Shnukal 
flc , Siegel 1 98 7 ,  Swan and Lewis 
1987 , Tomasetti  1 987 , Tryon 1987 , 
Wurm 1 985 
PROTO- LANGUAGES 
SEE Languages index 
RECONSTRUCTION 
Anceaux 1 982 , Ballard 1 985 , Baxter 
1 98 5 ,  Bender and Wang 1 985 , Bender 
1 984 , Blust 1987 , Brandenstein 
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1 98 7 ,  Chowning 1 98 5 ,  Collins 1 982 , 
Collins 1983 , Collins 1 986 , Dyen 
and Tsuchida 1 986 ,  Dyen and 
Tsuchida 1987 , Geraghty 1 986 , 
Harri son 1 982 , Harrison 1 984 , 
Harrison 1984 , Heath 1987 , 
Hovdhaugen 1 986 ,  Jackson 1 984 , 
Jackson 1 986 , Johnston 1 982 , Lee 
and Wang 1 984 , Li 1 982 , Li 1 985 , 
Lichtenberk 1 985 , Lynch 1982 , 
Lynch 1 983 , Lynch 1 986 ,  Matisoff 
1985 , Mei 1985 , Nothofer 1 986 , 
O ' Grady 1 98 7 ,  Reid 1 982 , Rensch 
198 7 ,  Ross 1 982 , Ross  1986 , Ross  
flc , SchUssler 1 98 5 ,  Sirk 1 987 , 
Sneddon 1 984 , Sneddon 1 986 , 
Starosta , Pawley and Reid 1 982 , 
Starosta 198 5 ,  Tawerilmang and 
Sohn 1 984 , Tryon and Hackman 1 983 , 
Tryon 1986 , Tryon 1 987 , Voorhoeve 
1 982 , Walsh 1 982 , Walsh 1 98 5 ,  
Wilson 1982 , Wol ff 1982 , Yang 
1 985 ,  Zorc 1 982 , Zorc 1 986 ,  Zorc 
1 987 




Carrington 1 983 , Clyne 198 7 ,  
Diller 1 985 ,  Fox 1 982 ,  Kess  1 982 , 
Lim f l c ,  M�hlhausler 1 985 , 
Nothofer 1 982 , Oetomo 1 98 7 ,  Platt  
1987 , Poed josoedarmo 1 982 , Purnama 
flc , Sarumpaet 1 982 , Suharno 1 982 , 
Usop 1982 
RESEARCH RESOURCES 
Triffitt  1 986 
S 
SEMANTICS 
Adams flc , Ajamiseba 1 983 , Barr 
flc , Barz and Diller 1 98 5 ,  
Chowning 1 983 , Cooke f l c ,  Djawanai 
J 
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1 983 , Fox 1 982 , Harrison and 
Jacksn 1984 , Ho1zknecht 1 987 , 
Hong-Fincher 1 987 ,  Kana 1 983 , 
Kartomihardjo 1 981 , Kennedy 1 984 , 
Kess  1 982 , Lichtenberk 1 985 ,  Lim 
f l c ,  Matisoff 1 98 5 ,  Muh1hausler , 
Naylor 1 986 ,  Oetomo 1 98 7 ,  Ruj iati 
Mulyadi 1 983 , Rumsey 1 983 , 
Schussler 1 98 5 ,  Smith flc , 
Soedjarwo 1 98 3 ,  Stokhof 1 982 , 
Tampubolon 1 983 ,  Usop 1 982 , 
Verheijen 1982 , Wierzbicka 1 983 
S IGN LANGUAGE 
Dutton 1 987 
SOC IOLECTS 
Muhlhausler 1 985 
SOC IOLINGUISTICS 
Adams fie , Barr flc ,  Barr f l c ,  
Conrad and Lewis f l c ,  Fox 1 987 , 
Glover 1 98 7 ,  Martens flc , Moeliono 
1 987 , Premsrirat 1987 , Purnama 
flc , Sarumpaet 1 982 ,  Siegel 1 987 , 
Smith flc , Asmah 1 98 5 ,  Ballard 
1 98 5 ,  Barz and Diller 1 98 5 ,  
Bettoni 1985 , Bradley , ed . 1 985 , 
Bradley 1 985 ,  Bradleys 1 985 ,  
Brudhiprabha 1985 , Chowning 1 983 , 
Clark 1 982 ,  Clyne , ed . 1 985 ,  Clyne 
1 985 , Clyne 1987 , Diller 1 98 5 ,  
Djawanai 1 983 , Espiritu 1 982 , 
Hercus 1 982 , Ikranagara 1 982 , 
Kaldor 1 985 ,  Kartomihardjo 1 981 , 
Kess 1 982 , Klarberg 1 985 , 
Kondrashkina 1 982 , Li 1 986 ,  Liem 
1 987 , McConvell 1 985 , Merlan and 
Rumsey 1 986 ,  Moeliono 1 98h , 
Muhlhausler 1 985 , Neustupny 1 985 , 
Ng 1 985 ,  Oe tomo 1 987 ,  Pauwels 
1 985 , Platt 1 985 , Prentice 1 982 , 
Rado 1 98 5 ,  Reimer 1 986 ,  Sandefur 
1 985 , Schmidt 1985 , Schooling f l c ,  
Siegel 1 986 ,  Simons 1 982 ,  Smith 
1 986 , Smolicz and Secombe 1 985 , 
Soedjarwo 1 983 , S tokhof 1 982 , 
Sutomo 1 982 , Ticoalu 1983 , Walker 
1 982 , Yadav 1 985 ,  Yallop 1 987 , 
Zorc 1 986 
STANDARDISATION 
Barz and Diller 1 985 
SUB GROUPING 
Chowning 1 986 , Clark 1 985 , Collins 
1 986 ,  Dyen 1 982 ,  Grace 1 985 ,  Grace 
1 986 , Harrison 1 982 , Harrison 
1 986 ,  Harvey 1 982 ,  Jackson 1 98 6 ,  
Lynch and Tryon 1985 , Noorduyn 
1 982 , Nothofer 1 986 ,  Reid 1 982 , 
Ross 1982 , Ross 1986 , Thurgood 
1 985 ,  Thurgood 1 985 ,  Tryon and 
Hackman 1983 , Tryon 1 982 , Zorc 
1 986 , 
SEE classification 
SUBSTRATE LANGUAGES 
Keesing 1 987 
SUBSTRATUM INFLUENCE 
Keesing 1 985 ,  Mosel 1 982 , 
Mlihlhausler 1 98 5 ,  Platt 1 987 
SYNTAX 
Ajamiseba 1983 , Alieva 1 983 , Arms 
1 986 ,  Barr flc , Bawa 1 983 ,  Baxter 
f l c ,  Becker 1 985 , Besnier 1 986 , 
Bickner flc , Bradley , ed . flc , 
Bradshaw 1 983 , Bruce 1984 , Capell 
and Coate 1 984 ,  Capell 1 984 , 
Capell 1 987 , Cartier 1 983 , 
Caughley 1 982 , Chhangte flc , Chen 
1986 , Clyne 1 985 , Colburn 1984 , 
Collins 1 982 , Collins 1 983 , Cooke 
flc , Crowley 1982 , Crowley 1 983 , 
Cumming 1 986 ,  Dahl 1 986 , De Guzman 
1986 , Diller flc , Dut ton 1985 , 
Fagan 1 986 , Feldman 1 986 ,  Ferrell 
1 983 , Georgopoulos 1 98 6 ,  Geraghty 
et al 1 986,  Glasgow f l c ,  Good flc , 
Groves et al 1 985 , Hammarstrom 
1 98 7 ,  Hansson 1 985 ,  Hardjadibrata 
1 983 , Hard jadibrata 1 98 5 ,  Harlow 
1 986 ,  Harrison 1 982 , Harrison 
1 984 , Hartmann 1 984 , Harvey 1 982 , 
Hercus 1 982 ,  Hercus 1 986 , 
Hoddinott and Kofod flc , Hogan 
f l c ,  Holmer flc , Hooper 1 986 , 
Jacobs 1 984 , Jacobs 1 984 , Jensen 
1 984 , Josephs 1 984 ,  Jourdan 1 985 , 
Kana 1983 , Kaswanti Purwo 1 983 , 
Kaswanti Purwo 1 986 , Keesing 1 98 5 ,  
Keesing 1 985 , Kennedy 1984 , Kilham 
1 98 7 ,  Lehman 1 985 ,  Levin and 
Massam 1 98 6 ,  Li and Thompson 1 985 , 
Lichtenberk 1 985 ,  Llamzon 1 98 2 ,  
Louwerse f l c ,  Lynch and Capell 
1 983 , Lynch 1 982 , Lynch 1 983 , 
Mar tens flc , Martens flc , Martin 
1 98 6 ,  McCune and Azhar 1 983 , 
McGregor 1 982 , McKay 1 984 , Merlan 
1 983 , Milner 1 986 , Mordechay 1 986 , 
Mosel 1 984 , Mosel 1 987 , Moyse­
F�uri� and Ozanne-Rivierre 1 983 , 
Muhlhausler 1 985 , Muhlhausler 
1 985 , Nababan 1 98 1 , Naylor 1 986 , 
Ngurah Bagus 1 983 , Oguri 1 98 5 ,  
Poedjosoedarmo 1 982 , Premsrirat 
1 987 , Ramelan 1 983,  Reimer 1 986 , 
Romaine 1 985 , Ross  1 982 , Ross  
1 984 , Ross flc , Rumsey 1 982 , 
Rumsey 1 983 , Rumsey 1 987 , 
Schooling f l c ,  Scorza 1 985 , Seiler 
1 985 , Shelden 1 986 , Shnukal f l c ,  
Siegel 1 984 , Simons 1 985 , 
So-Hartmann flc , Soemarmo flc , 
Stamm 1 987 , S tarosta ,  Pawley and 
Reid 1 982 , Starosta 1 985 , 
S teinhauer 1 986 , Sugono 1 983 , 
Suharno 1 982 , Tchekhoff 1 982 , 
Thomas 1 98 3 ,  Thurgood 1 985 , 
Tsunoda 1 987 , Uhlenbeck 1 983 , 
Uhlenbeck 1 987 , Verhaar 1 983 , 
Verheijen 1 986 , Waters flc , 
Wheatley 1 985 , Whitehead flc , 
Wordick 1 982 , Wouk 1 986 , Yeoh 1 983 
T 
TEXTBOOKS 
Dut ton 1 985 , Tryon 1 987 
TEXTS 
Ajamiseba 1 983 , Baxter f l c ,  
Beaumont 1 98 7 ,  Bradshaw 1 983 , 
Brandenstein 1 987 , Brown 1 986 , 
Brown 1 987 , Bruce 1 984 , Capell 
1 984 , Capell 1 984 , Carrington 
1 983 , Caughley 1 982 , Djawanai 
1 983 , Donaldson flc , Dutton 1 985 , 
Dutton 1 986 , Dutton f l c ,  Fagan 
1 986 , Feldman 1 98 6 ,  Fox 1 982 , 
Hartmann 1 984 , Hercus 1 982 , Hooper 
1 986 , Junast 1 98 7 , Keesing 1 985 , 
Keesing 1 98 7 ,  Lee 1 987 , McCune and 
Azhar 1 983 , Martens flc , Merlan 
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1 983 , Merlan and Rumsey 1 98 6 ,  
Nguy�n Blnh-ho� 1 985 , Polom� 1 987 , 
Rujiati Mulyadi 1 98 3 ,  Siegel 1 984 , 
Shnukal f l c ,  Stamm 1 987 , Stokhof 
1 982 , S tokhof 1 987 , Tchekhoff 
1 982 , Thurston 1 982 , Tryon 1 987 , 
Usop 1 98 2 ,  Verheijen 1 986 , 
Voorhoeve 1 982 , Word ick 1 982 
TONATION 
Ballard 1 985 , Bradley , ed . 1 982 , 
Bradley 1 982 , Cooke flc , Cooke 
f l c ,  Court 1 98 5 , Diller 1 982 , 
Gandour 1 982 , Gedney 1 985 , 
Hashimoto 1 985 , Loffler 1 985 , 
Mazaudon 1 985 , Nagano 1 98 5 ,  Rose 
1 982 , Sprigg 1 985 , Thein Tun 1 982 , 
Vu 1 982 
TRANSLATION 
Brown f l c ,  Renck 1 987 , Tomasetti  
1 987 
TRANSLITERATION 
Junast 1 987 
TYPOLOGY 
Alieva 1 983 , Anceaux 1 982 , 
Bradshaw 1 9 8 5 ,  Egerod 1 98 5 ,  
Georgopoulos 1 986 , Lichtenberk 
1 985 , Ogloblin 1 98 6 ,  Thurs ton 
1 982 , Voorhoeve 1 987 
v 
VOCABULARIES 
Abbott 1 98 5 ,  S tokhof , ed . 1 987 , 
Adams flc , Beaumont 1 987 , Blus t 
1 984 , Blust flc , Brandenstein 1 987 
Capell 1 984 , Capell 1 987 , Lynch 
1 983 , Collins 1 982 , Collins 1 982 , 
Crowley 1 982 , Djawanai 1 983 , 
Dutton 1 98 5 ,  Dutton 1 986 , Fox 
1 987 , Glasgow 1 984 , Groves et al 
1 98 5 ,  Harris 1 986 , Hartmann 1 984 , 
Hercus 1 982 , Holmer 1 98 3 ,  Holmer 
flc , Jones 1 986,  Kennedy 1 984 , 
Laycock 1 982 , Lynch 1 982 , Lynch 
1 983 , Lynch 1 983 , Martens flc , 
McElhanon 1 987 , McGregor 1 982 , 
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Merlan 1 983 , Oe tomo 1 987 ,  
Poed josoedarmo 1 982 , Premsrirat 
1 98 7 ,  Rensch f/c , Seiler 1 98 5 ,  
S iegel 1 984 , Siegel 1 986 , Smith 
f/c , Stamm 1 98 7 ,  S tokhof and 
Flassy 1985 , Stokhof , ed . 1 982 , 
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